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Innovation has always been the driving force at Arc’teryx. Our pursuit of superior product 
performance has resulted in a long list of industry fi rsts. We pioneered thermoformed technology, 
giving a third dimension to harnesses and pack suspensions. We developed the WaterTight™ 
zipper, and our discoveries in fabric lamination bore the softshell revolution. We tightened seam 
allowances, bonded components and created curved zippers long before these advancements were 
adopted throughout the industry. While many of our technological accomplishments have become 
industry norms, we continually work to perfect our products, endlessly tweaking our construction 
methods and exploring unconventional ideas. 

This season we expand our Ascent Softshell selection with a new Polylaminates category, 
introduce Gore-Tex® Soft Shell fabric into our Descent Hardshells, and premier Polartec® 
Hardface® technology in four distinct styles within our Insulation and Traverse programs.

As these latest iterations are widely recognized and thoroughly tested, we will reanalyze and 
start the cycle of innovation again. At Arc’teryx, we are driven by evolution in action, working 
passionately to advance performance in the outdoors.
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Ascent 

Our Ascent line excels in the mountain environment. Our Hardshells shield against severe weather 
and maintain internal comfort for ultimate performance. Delivering exceptional breathability and 
offering unrestricted movement, our Softshells function in an assortment of conditions and activities. 
Using a premium selection of natural and synthetic fi bers, our Insulation program wicks moisture and 
keeps the core warm. 

Geared to perform in snow, rain and wind, this collection has something to offer for every alpinist 
demand. When called on to rope up a dicey pitch, slog into a remote cirque or wait out the weather at 
high camp, these styles perform with excellence and reliability.



Alpha SV JacketG o r e - t e x ®  XC R ®

black                azul            formula one

                  weight  sizes
women’s 521 grams / 19 oz  (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 595 grams / 21 oz  (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: Our most serious mountain shell, the Alpha SV is designed 
specifically for severe weather days. Tiny Tape, a helmet compatible hood 
and a side-cinching drawcord minimize weight and bulk. Made tougher 
with reinforced arms and a smoother sliding Vislon WaterTight™ 

front zip.

Features: Patterned for unrivaled hardshell mobility • Die cut Velcro® cuffs 
• Laminated Dry Cuffs™ • Laminated quick dry chin guard • Laminated waist 
and hem • Helmet compatible Storm Hood • Hip length • Micro seam allowances 
(1/16 in./1.6 mm) • One hand pull cords • One sleeve pocket with laminated zip 
• Moulded Zipper Garages™ • Tiny Gore® seam tape (1/2 in./13mm) • Two high volume 
chest pockets with laminated zips • Two internal chest pockets • WaterTight™ 
front, pit and pocket zips

Construction: 420NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 530N 3-layer 
Gore-tex® xcr® 

Our Hardshells provide uncompromised protection in alpine 
environments. Features such as WaterTight™ zips, 1/16”/15mm seam 
allowances, Tiny Tape and sculpted Storm Hoods provide maximum 
weather protection and maintain a comfortable interior. Trim-fit 
patterning keeps bulk to a minimum, while technical details such 
as textile lamination and flap-free pant sidezips shave unnecessary 
weight. Every ingredient, from Gore-tex® xcr® fabric to the smallest 
die-cut component, has been engineered to perform under harsh 
mountain conditions. This collection is ideal for ski tours, ice routes, 
and mountaineering.
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Alpha AR Suit Alpha LT Jacket

sangria

yam black                 azul                fl are

                  weight  sizes
women’s 1056 grams / 37 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 1146 grams / 40 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: A breathable, full coverage suit for extended adventures 
and serious exposure. Gore-tex® xcr®, WaterTight™ side zips, and Keprotec™ 
instep patches make the AR Suit ideal for consecutive heli days or isolated 
mountain epics. 

Features: Adjustable cuff  shock cord • Helmet compatible Stow Hood™ 
• Keprotec™ instep patches • Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs • Moulded Zipper 
Garages™ • One chest pocket with laminated zip • One sleeve pocket with laminated zip 
• One hand pull cords • Optional WaterTight ™ through-the-crotch zip • Reinforced 
lower leg, knee, seat, shoulders and elbows • Two hand pockets with laminated zips
• WaterTight™ front, pit, pocket, sleeve and side leg zips

Construction: 420NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 530N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® 

• Schoeller® Keprotec™ 

 weight sizes
women’s 459 grams / 15.9 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 495 grams / 17.5 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: A fusion of  light and tough, the pared down Alpha LT measures 
up for fast-focused alpinism. A tough Vislon WaterTight™ front zip and 
3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® add strength and enhance performance without 
extra bulk.

Features: Helmet compatible Storm Hood™ • Hip length, drop back hem 
• Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs • Laminated hem drawcord • Laminated 
quick dry chin guard • Micro seam allowances (1/16 in./1.6 mm) • Moulded 
Zipper Garages™ • No-lift gusseted underarms with laminated pit zips • One 
hand pull cords • Reinforced shoulders and elbows • Tiny Gore® seam tape 
(1/2 in./13 mm) • Two chest pockets with laminated zips • One internal chest pocket 
• WaterTight™ pit and pocket zips • WaterTight™ Vislon™ front zip  

Construction: 390NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 530N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr®



black              statue            eclipse (m)      sangria (m)       spruce (m)         patina (w)       pimento (w)

Theta AR Jacket

 weight sizes
women’s 582 grams / 20 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 645 grams / 23 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: Long trusted for any alpine encounter, the utility of  our best 
selling jacket is magnified with Tiny Taping, a helmet-ready Drop Hood 
and top-stitchless exterior wear areas. A roomy internal profile and longer 
cut deliver appreciated comfort in the backcountry.

Features: Helmet compatible Drop Hood™ • Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs 
with elastic • Laminated quick dry chin guard • Laminated waist and hem drawcord 
• Micro seam allowances (1/16 in./1.6 mm) • Moulded Zipper Garages™ • No-lift gusseted 
underarms with laminated pit zips • One chest pocket with laminated zip • One hand 
pull cords • Below hip length, drop back hem • Reinforced shoulders, elbows, hips, and 
sleeve • Tiny Gore® seam tape (1/2 in./13 mm) • Two hand pockets with laminated zips 
• WaterTight™ front, pit and pocket zips

Construction: 420NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 530N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr®

xxl - black & sangria only
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Beta AR Jacket

cinder         statue (m)       statue (w)      azul (m)    formula one (m)   iris (w)       pimento (w)     wasabi (w)

 weight sizes 
women’s 495 grams / 17 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 540 grams / 19 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: Born for the challenges of  the alpine, this shorter cut Gore-Tex® xcr® 
shell makes a strong statement of performance. It blends durability in a compact 
and lightweight design. Helmet compatible Drop Hood, reinforced elbows and 
top-stitchless wear areas add an extra layer of  technical refinement.

Features: Helmet compatible Drop Hood™ • Hip length, drop back hem 
• Laminated hem drawcord • Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs • Laminated quick 
dry chin guard • Micro seam allowances (1/16 in./1.6 mm) • Moulded Zipper Garages™ 
• No-lift gusseted underarms with laminated pit zips • One hand pull cords 
• One internal chest pocket • Reinforced shoulders and elbows • Tiny Gore® seam tape  
(1/2 in./13 mm) • Two hand pockets with laminated zips • WaterTight™ front, pit and 
pocket zips

Construction: 420NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 530N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr®



Alpha SV Bib Theta SK Pant Theta LT Pant

black

cinder

black

cinder

black

cinder

 weight sizes
women’s 650 grams / 23 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xxl (reg., tall)

men’s 707 grams / 25 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl (short, reg., tall)  

 weight sizes
women’s 595 grams / 21 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 652 grams / 23 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: The SV Bib is the prototypical ascent tool 
for unabashed all-weather alpinists. It features a pleated 
full-frontal bib design, front pockets, and pack-friendly 
3/4-length WaterTight™ side zips.

Features: Adjustable cuff  shock cord • Articulated 
knee and seat • High cut bib • Keprotec™ instep patches 
• Laminated waist drawcord • Moulded Zipper Garages™ 
• One internal pocket • Quick adjust suspenders • Reinforced 
lower leg with 3/4 leg zips • Side zips are free of  flaps, stop 
short of  harness/hipbelt area • Two pleated bib pockets 
• WaterTight™ through-the-crotch and 3/4 leg zips

Construction: 420NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 530N 
3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • Schoeller® Keprotec™ 

Design: Our high backed technical snowsports pant 
keeps gravity hounds happy. Tough materials survive 
extended winter seasons, and a stretch panel adds 
mobility when putting in the bootpack, dropping a knee 
or questing for face shots.

Features: Adjustable cuff  shock cord • Adjustable waist belt 
• Gusseted crotch • Keprotec™ instep patches • Laminated powder 
cuffs • Large cuff diameter for alpine ski boots • Low cut bib with 
front fly • Moulded Zipper Garages™ • Quick adjust suspenders 
• Reinforced lower leg, seat, and knee • Stretch rear bib panel 
• Two bib pockets with laminated zips • WaterTight™ 3/4 leg 
and fly zips

Construction: 530NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 630N 
3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • Schoeller® Keprotec™ 

 weight sizes
women’s 591 grams / 21 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 643 grams / 23 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: From backcountry slogs to remote bowls, the full 
coverage and minimal weight of  the LT Pant makes it 
the ideal touring pant. 3/4-length WaterTight™ zips 
allow easy venting with a pack, and powder cuffs keep 
out the white stuff  on ambitious traverses. 

Features: Adjustable cuff  shock cords • Elasticized waist 
• Keprotec™ instep patches • Low cut bib with front fly 
• Laminated powder cuffs • Moulded Zipper Garages™ 
• One hip stash pocket • Optional through-the-crotch zip 
• Quick adjust suspenders • Reinforced knee and seat • Side 
zips are free of  flaps and stop short of  harness/hipbelt area 
• WaterTight™ 3/4 leg and front fly zips

Construction: 420NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr®

• 530N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • Schoeller® Keprotec™ 

(reg., tall)
(reg., tall)short, tall: black only

xl - w’s, xxl - m’s: black only
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Beta AR PantAlpha LT Pant

black

cinder

black

cinder

 weight sizes
women’s 504 grams / 17.8 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 526 grams / 18.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: This compact utilitarian four-season pant 
protects when faced with mountain adversity.Tough 
instep patches, full front fly and harness-and-hipbelt-
friendly side zips make rough bouts of  alpinism easier 
in any weather.

Features: Adjustable cuff  shock cord • Adjustable nylon 
belt • Gusseted crotch • Keprotec™ instep patches • Moulded 
Zipper Garages™ • One hip stash pocket • Side zips stop 
short of  harness/hipbelt area • Waist pant with front fly 
• WaterTight™ 3/4 leg and front fly zips

Construction: 420NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr™

• 530N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • Schoeller® Keprotec™ 
 weight sizes
women’s 425 grams / 16.7 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 485 grams / 17 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: A featherweight design with waterproof  
simplicity and a pure alpine focus. Gore-Tex® xcr® 
performs at the highest level and separating Vislon™ 
WaterTight™ side zips allow quick transitions. 

Features: Adjustable cuff shock cords • Adjustable nylon belt 
• Full separating Vislon™ WaterTight™ side zips with internal 
zipper guard • Gusseted crotch • Keprotec™ instep patches 
• Removable suspenders • Waist pant • Front fly (men’s)

Construction: 420NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr®

(reg., tall)

m’s xxl- black only
w’s xl- black only

(reg., tall)

m’s xxl short &
tall- black only,
w’s xl- black only





Technology:  Tiny Tape 

 When Arc’teryx first dove into designing Hardshell apparel, 7/8”/22mm 
seam tape was an unchallenged industry norm.  While successful at ensuring 
a waterproof  seam, this tape added unnecessary weight and contributed to a 
stiff, boardy feeling. The challenge was to maintain waterproof  integrity while 
reducing the extra bulk of  wide seam tape.

We realized that using tighter seam allowances would enable us to use narrower 
tape. By developing a tighter seam, and therefore reducing tape width, we would 
be able to shave excess grams from our garments and still maintain a secure 
waterproof  seal. In the beginning, the most challenging task was adapting the 
taping machines to our new process using the smaller seam allowances. To 
ensure proper adhesion of  the narrow tape, we had to work at a considerably 
slower pace. While this was a costly alternative, we felt the results more than 
warranted the added expense. In conjunction with W.L. Gore® and Associates 
and the manufacturing expertise found on our factory floor, we honed the 
new narrow stitch-and-tape process to pure art. The first-stage technology, a 

3/4”/19mm product termed Narrow Tape, was integrated into our apparel 
launch in 1998. It didn’t take long for the old 7/8”/22mm tape to become 
an outdated industry standard.

The success of  this initial refinement led us to push the taping envelope 
even further. Working in increments, we trimmed seam allowances down 
again to 1/8”/3mm and finally to 1/16”/1.5mm. In conjunction with the new 
seam allowances, we developed 1/2”/13mm Tiny Tape with top-stitchless 
micro-seam construction. First available in 2002, the skinny taping shaved 
substantial weight from the finished product, improved fit dramatically and 
allowed Gore-Tex® garments to trade their bulky, boxy stereotype for a 
supple and inviting hand. Used on all of  our Hardshells, our Tiny Tape 
has completely altered perceptions of  how a shell should move and feel. Yet 
the greatest benefit was felt in the field, where breathability was elevated and 
personal comfort surpassed expectations. 



Fission Belay ParkaInsulat ed Outerwear

azul              yam

   weight sizes 
unisex   805 grams / 28 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl

Design: The Belay Parka gives luxurious, laminated warmth for 
stop-and-go alpine activity. Constructed with Gore-tex® xcr®, 
an insulated fixed full hood and 200 grams/m2 of  laminated 
Primaloft®, this compressible foul-weather friend is qualified for 
alpine climbs and winter tours. 

Features: Exclusive laminated Primaloft® non-quilt construction 
• Helmet compatible insulated Storm Hood • Hem drawcord • Hip length, 
drop back hem • Micro seam allowances  (1/16 in./1.6 mm) • Moulded Zipper 
Garage™ • One chest pocket with laminated zip • One hand pull cords 
• Smooth knit cuffs • Stuff  sack • WaterTight™ front and pocket zips

Construction: 200 gm/m2 Primaloft® Sport • 270NR 2-layer 
Gore-tex® xcr®

When nasty weather hits, our Fissions ward off  the elements. 
Laminated Primaloft® insulation ensures warmth and Gore-
tex® xcr®, Dryloft® and Windstopper®  deliver weather 
and wind protection, convenient pockets store essential items 
and WaterTight™ zips make operation easy. These pieces 
are a welcome refuge during cold bivies or chilling belays.
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Fission AR Jacket Fission SV Jacket

black            statue        molten (m)    sapphire (m)     cinder (w)   pimento (w)   turquoise (w) black          cinder (m)       java (m)       sapphire (m)     pimento (w)  turquoise (w)

 weight sizes
women’s 710 grams / 25 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 770 grams / 27 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: Toasty warmth for cold camps and frigid winter temps. A 
Stow Hood™ stands ready for storm duty, and a warm fusion of  
laminated Primaloft® and Gore-tex® xcr® makes it perfect for any 
day in the deep freeze.

Features: Helmet compatible Stow Hood™ • Exclusive laminated Primaloft® 
non-quilt construction • Hem drawcord • Hip length • Micro seam 
allowances  (1/16 in./1.6 mm) • One hand pull cords • Reinforced shoulders 
• Smooth knit cuffs • Two hand pockets with laminated zips • WaterTight™ 
front and pocket zips

Construction: 130 gm/m2 Primaloft® Sport • 300NR 2-layer Gore-tex® xcr®

 • 360N 2-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 530NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® 

 weight sizes
women’s 905 grams / 32 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 1000 grams / 35 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: Packed with laminated Primaloft®, the warm full 
coverage SV Jacket is constructed to ward off  cold winter 
temps day-in and day-out. A sealed Gore-tex® xcr® shell 
sheds wet precip and non-quilt construction increases insulative 
efficiency.

Features: Exclusive laminated Primaloft® non-quilt construction 
• Helmet compatible insulated Drop Hood™ • Laminated waist 
drawcords & sewn hem drawcord • Micro seam allowances 
(1/16 in./1.6 mm) • One hand pull cords • Below hip length, drop back 
hem • Reinforced shoulders, elbows, hips, and sleeve • Two chest pockets 
with laminated zips • Two hand pockets with laminated zips • WaterTight™ 
front and pocket zips

Construction: 200 gm/m2 Primaloft® Sport • 300NR 2-layer 
Gore-tex® xcr® • 360N 2-layer Gore-tex® xcr® 

m’s xxl - black, sapphire only

xxl - black only



Fission LT Jacket & Vest

black                azul                sangria

jacket weight sizes
women’s 468 grams / 16 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 550 grams / 19 oz (med) s, m, l, xl. xxl

Design: A lighter dose of insulation makes the Fission LT Jacket 
and Vest milder midwinter antidotes. Windproof  and water 
resistant Gore-tex® Dryloft® exterior cuts the chill, while 
streamlined laminated Primaloft® nets a compressible component 
for a packed winter of  play. 

Features: Hem drawcord • One hand pull cords • One chest pocket with 
laminated zip • Reinforced shoulders • Reinforced elbows (Jacket) • Two 
hand pockets with laminated zips • Waist length

Construction: 130 gm/m2 Primaloft® Sport • 220NR 3-layer 
Gore-tex® Dryloft® • 340P 3-layer Gore-tex® Dryloft®

vest weight sizes 
women’s 294 grams / 10 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 300 grams / 10.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
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Fission LT Pant

black

 weight sizes 
women’s 550 grams / 17 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 610 grams / 19 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: This compressible belay pant is prepped in reserve for 
cold and gnarly conditions. Summit-ready, this warm and packable 
pant is ideal with the Fission Belay or Fission SV for maximum 
warmth and protection.

Features: Adjustable waist • Cuff  drawcord • Full separating side zips 
• Waist pant with front ‘belay’ fly • Reinforced seat and knee

Construction: 200 gm/m2 Primaloft® Sport • 220NR 2-layer 
Gore-tex® Dryloft™ • 340P 2-layer Gore-tex® Dryloft®



L a m i n a t i o n
T e c h n o l o g y

3 D  H o o d
D e s i g n sTechnical Details: Hard s h e l l s 

introduced: 1998 introduced: 1999

All Arc’teryx Outerwear All Arc’teryx Hardshells

 G o r e - t e x ® 
T e c h n o l o g y

introduced: 1998

All Arc’teryx Hardshells

Puncturing the garment’s seam 
with a needle to attach pockets and 
zippers is counterintuitive when 
striving for storm security, so we 
integrated lamination into our 
construction processes. By laminating 
pit zips, pockets and hems, we 
minimize bulk, increase durability, 
streamline the silhouette and 
ultimately ensure waterproofness.

With an expanded circumference, 
our 3D hoods fi t a helmet and 
cinch securely with a single pull. A 
tensionable through-the-brim cord 
tugs the lid down evenly, allowing 
an unobstructed fi eld of  vision. 
Our Drop Hood™ pulls in fl at 
against the collar, the Stow Hood™ 
can be zipped into the collar until 
needed and the Speed Hood™, 
found on our Descent jackets, can 
be put on and adjusted quickly 
with one gloved hand.  The Storm 
Hood™ provides the most coverage 
and protection for really nasty 
conditions.

Since our fi rst shell, we have used 
the most advanced and longest 
lasting PTFE technology. Long 
recognized as the most durable, 
highest performing treatment, we 
use premium Gore-tex® xcr® in 
our mountain shells. Gore-tex® Soft 
Shell adds comfort and thermal 
support in our Descent Stingray 
pieces. Gore-tex® PacLite® 
keeps the performance but shaves 
the weight on our SL shells, and 
Dryloft® keeps the wind out of  
our Fission and Patriot Jackets.
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N o n - Q u i l t
C o n s t r u c t i o n

1 3 m m  T i n y 
S e a m  T a p e

V i s l o n 
 Wa t e r t i g h t ™

Z i p p e r s
C u r v e d 
Z i p p e r

Alpha SV Jacket
Alpha LT Jacket
Accelero Jacket

Most Arc’teryx HardshellsSidewinder SV Jacket
Sidewinder AR Jacket

Sidewinder Comp Jacket

introduced: 2001 introduced: 2002 introduced: 2004introduced: 2002

Fission Belay Parka
Fission AR Jacket
Fission SV Jacket
Fission LT Jacket
Fission LT Vest
Fission LT Pant

Patriot SV Jacket

Providing the loft without the 
puncture is the concept behind 
laminating synthetic insulation. 
Using this quilt-and tape-free 
method, waterproof  integrity 
is preserved, compressibility is 
enhanced and quilted hot-and-
cold spots are eliminated.

After pioneering WaterTight™ 
zipper technology, we move forward 
with a super smooth-sliding upgrade 
on the original. Our new pre-coated, 
injection-molded incarnation uses a 
stronger tooth polymer for increased 
longevity and a greater textile bond. 
This new zipper slides almost effort-
lessly, making use with gloves far 
easier. 

Most of  our Gore-tex® Hardshells 
use Tiny Seam Tape (1/2”/13mm). By 
shaving over 40% off  the industry 
standard, our taping technique 
eliminates material excess. Combined 
with ultra-tight seam tolerances that 
remove the need for top-stitching, the 
end result is a more breathable, more 
supple and stronger shell.

Our curved zipper eliminates chin 
scrape for descent-focused athletes 
by moving the slider to the side 
away from the chin. Blending zipper 
curves into a smooth-sliding S-turn, 
the collar feels soft and stays in 
place when hanging open or zipped 
tight, and helps put an end to 
“zipper stack”.



Alpha SL JacketG o r e - t e x ®  Pa c L i t e ®

molten               moon              shadow

 black

dark moon

Alpha SL Pant

 weight sizes
women’s 320 grams / 11 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 347 grams / 12 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: Our lightest shell takes a straightforward 
approach to alpinism. Full storm protection in a 
minimalist design provides just the right defense against 
hostile storms. Built with weight-shaving Gore-tex® 

PacLite® and no excess.

Features: Helmet compatible Storm Hood™ • Hip length 
• Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs • Laminated hem drawcord 
• Laminated quick dry chin guard • Moulded Zipper Garages™ 
• No-lift gusseted underarms with laminated pit zips • One 
hand pull cords • One  chest pocket  • WaterTight™ front, pit 
and pocket zips

Construction: 290NR 2-layer Gore-tex® PacLite®

Design: Guaranteeing featherweight protection for alpine 
purists that seek perfect simplicity. This lightweight 
all-weather pant can pack up small to hide in your pack 
– then save the day when things get nasty.

Features: Adjustable cuff  shock cord • Gusseted crotch 
• Moulded Zipper Garages™ • Pull-on style, tapered legs for 
minimum bulk • Reversable fl y (men’s) • Reinforced instep 
patches • Side zips stop short of  harness/hipbelt area • Waist 
drawcord • WaterTight™ 3/4 leg zips

Construction: 290NR 2 layer Gore-tex® PacLite® 

 weight sizes
women’s 232 grams / 8.2 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
  reg, tall (t-black only)
men’s 246 grams / 8.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl
  regular, tall

When weight is at a premium and weather 
protection is essential, our Gore-Tex® 
PacLite® collection fits the alpine minimalist 
bill. Light and packable, these fast-focused 
shells weigh in under 15 ounces/350 grams. 
Streamlined designs combined with only the 
most necessary features provide secure storm 
protection for fast and light alpinism. 
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Beta SL Jacket Theta SL Jacket

black               molten            moon (m)           indigo (w) alpine                moon             molten (m)        shadow (m)         indigo (w)         plum (w)

Design: The Theta SL maintains microclimate comfort in 
weather that ranges from mildly wet to cold and nasty. A longer 
cut lightweight shell with a high-volume hood and a light Gore-
tex® PacLite®/xcr® fabric combo makes it fully protective but 
light and easy to pack.

Features: Helmet compatible Drop Hood™ • Laminated die cut 
Velcro® cuffs • Laminated quick dry chin guard • Laminated waist and hem 
drawcord • Moulded Zipper Garages™ • No-lift gusseted underarms with 
laminated pit zips • One hand pull cords • Past hip length • Reinforced 
shoulders and elbows with 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • Two hand pockets 
with laminated zips • WaterTight™ front, pit and pocket zips

Construction: 290NR 2-layer Gore-tex® PacLite® • 530N 3-layer 
Gore-tex® xcr®

Design: An excellent lightweight all-round jacket for extended 
wear with a stowable hood. With a Gore-tex® PacLite® body to 
minimize weight and Gore-tex® xcr® reinforced shoulders and 
elbows for extra durability and protection where it’s needed.

Features: Helmet compatible Stow Hood™ • Hip length • Laminated 
die cut Velcro® cuffs • Laminated quick dry chin guard • Laminated hem 
drawcord • Moulded Zipper Garages™ • No-lift gusseted underarms with 
laminated pit zips • One hand pull cords • Reinforced shoulders and elbows 
with 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • Two hand pockets with laminated zips 
• WaterTight™ front, pit and pocket zips

Construction: 290NR 2-layer Gore-tex® PacLite® 
• 530N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr®

 weight sizes
women’s 395 grams / 14 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 432 grams / 15 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

 weight sizes
women’s 382 grams / 13 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 410 grams / 15 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl



S o f t s h e l l  -  H y b r i d s

Hybrids
wind protection
precipitation
breathability

Our Softshells are a one-layer solution designed to adapt to ever-shifting conditions in 
the outdoor world. While versatility defi nes the entire class, each piece is tailored toward 
a specifi c profi le and particular discipline to provide varying ratios of breathability, 
warmth, and weather protection. Our fabric pallet is made up of highly advanced textiles 
which we have compiled in various combinations to create fi ve distinct softshell families: 
Hybrids, Windstopper®, Polartec® Power Shield®, Stretch Wovens, and Polylaminates. 
Offering exceptional breathability, our extensive selection sheds weather, stretches 
liberally and endures countless days of use. 

Our Hybrids have been designed to provide both weather protection and breathability. 
They’re patterned with waterproof fabric in critical areas and stretch-woven material 
where more air permeability is essential. Ideal for when variable percipitation conditions 
threaten, our Hybrids are used best for backcountry approaches, stop-and-go ascents 
and milder winter conditions.
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Alpha Comp Hoody

black               sangria              azul                 statue

Alpha SV Suit

sangria

yam

Design: This hooded hybrid covers the widest range 
of  backcountry conditions. Waterproof  fabric seals out 
weather and softshell Tweave® Durastretch® allows heat 
to vent on challenging pitches or long uptracks. Now 
with a helmet compatible hood, it’s the tool of  choice 
for tough tasks.

Features: Helmet compatible Storm Hood™ • Hip length 
with drop back • Laminated hem drawcord • Micro die cut 
Velcro® cuffs • No-lift gusseted underarms • PTFE seam tape 
• Two hand pockets with laminated zips • Two chest pockets with 
laminated zips • Tiny Gore® seam tape (1/2 in./13 mm)

Construction: 530N PTFE fabric • Tweave® Durastretch®

 weight sizes
women’s 455 grams / 16.6 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 585 grams / 18 oz (med) s, m, l, xl weight sizes

women’s 1205 grams / 43 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 1262 grams / 45 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: For dedicated alpinists, this full suit delivers the highest level 
of  performance. This technical piece marries a waterproof  hardshell 
upper with liberating softshell Polartec® Power Shield® below-the-
waist for weather protection  and superior breathability.

 Features: Adjustable nylon belt • DWR finish • Keprotec™ instep patches 
• Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs • Lower leg tapers for alpine boots 
• Moulded Zipper Garages™ • One hand pull cords • One sleeve pocket 
with laminated zip • Powder cuffs • Fleece chin guard • Stow Hood™ 
• Removable molded EVA foam kneepads • 3/4 side zips are free of  
flaps and stop short of  harness/hipbelt area • Two high volume chest 
pockets with laminated zips • Two laminated internal chest pockets 
• WaterTight™ pit, pocket, leg, and optional through-the-crotch zips

Construction: PTFE Fabric • Polartec® Power Shield® 
• Schoeller® Keprotec™ 



Windstopper®

Windstopper®

wind protection
precipitation
breathability

Our Windstopper® styles deliver maximum softshell 
protection for cold and dry climates. These pieces 
block wind, shed precipitation and stretch liberally 
for maximum range of  motion during winter aerobic 
activities. Whether ski touring or ice climbing, each 
jacket combines different textiles for a distinct mix 
of  protection and breathability.
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Sigma AR Jacket

black                salsa               seagull         bolder blue

Sigma LT Jacket

black    bolder blue (m)   fl are (m)     slate (m)  bolder blue (w)  fl are (w)      slate (w)

Sigma SV Jacket

black                salsa                seagull

Design: A hoodless Windstopper® Softshell, the 
pit-zip equipped Sigma AR is ideal for cold and dry 
climates. Blending Stretch Plain Weave and Stretch 
Ripstop Windstopper® fabrics, this jacket combines 
both durability and weather resistance into an ascent-
ready package.

Features: Full front zip with interior windflap 
• Laminated hem drawcord • Moulded Zipper Garages™ 
• One internal chest pocket • Pit zips • Soft brushed
lined collar • Two hand pockets • Waist length

Construction: Stretch Ripstop Windstopper®  • Stretch 
Plain WeaveWindstopper®

 weight sizes
women’s 455 grams / 16 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 535 grams / 19 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: During heart-pumping aerobic activities, the 
Sigma LT moderates rising internal and falling external 
temperatures. A Windstopper® front warms in winter and 
a Bonded Poly back lets off  enough steam to prevent in-the-
track overheating.

Features: Full front zip with interior windflap • No-lift gusseted 
underarms • Laminated hem drawcord • Moulded Zipper Garages™ 
• Soft brushed lined collar • Two hand pockets • Waist length

Construction: Lite Stretch Ripstop Windstopper® 
• Bonded Poly

 weight sizes
women’s 334 grams / 11.8 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 358 grams / 12.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: This shell’s skill set is honed for 
bitter climates and methodical climbs. Bonded 
Windstopper® and a helmet compatible hood keep 
out nastiness, while pit vents help cool the interior. 
It’s toughened up with burlier shoulders, and a 
longer cut offers extra protection. 

Features: Full front zip with interior windflap 
• Helmet compatible Storm Hood™ • Hip length with 
drop back • Pit zips • Two hand pockets • One internal 
chest pocket • Soft brushed lined collar • Laminated hem 
drawcord • Micro die cut Velcro® cuffs • Moulded Zipper 
Garages™

Construction: Stretch Ripstop Windstopper®  • Stretch 
Plain WeaveWindstopper®

 weight sizes 
men’s 670 grams / 24 oz (med) s, m, l, xl



Gamma MX Jacket

cinder              fog           green bean        black (m)         black (w)        sangria (m)      sangria (w)        azul (m)

Po l a r t e c ®

Po w e r  S h i e l d ®

Power Shield®

wind protection
precipitation
breathability

Design: Ultra-adaptable and über-functional, the MXes mix it up in any weather. 
Constructed with Polartec® Power Shield® lightweight to shed nasty weather, 
breathe liberally and remain mobile. Incredible stretch and range of  motion make 
these the all-discipline answer to countless climbing variables.

Features: Breathable, wind- and water-resistant • DWR finish • Full front zip with interior 
wind flap • Laminated hem drawcord • Moulded Zipper Garages™ • No-lift gusseted 
underarms • One laminated sleeve pocket • Soft brushed lined collar • Two hand pockets 
• Two chest pockets with laminated zips

Construction: Polartec® Power Shield® lightweight • Schoeller® Dynamic

 weight sizes
women’s 465 gms / 16 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 515 gms / 18 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

These four season alpine Softshells offer great weather 
repellency and heightened breathability. Tough four-way 
stretch fabric sheds the elements, blocks the breeze 
and allows for unrestricted mobility. From the all-
around Gamma SVs to the mixed-weather MX styles, 
our Polartec® Powershield® styles are ideal for any 
mountain activity.  
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Gamma MX Pant

black

cinder

Gamma MX Hoody

fog           green bean        black (m)         black (w)        sangria (m)      sangria (w)        azul (m)

Design: Adopting a guide’s calculated mentality, the MX 
Pant is prepared for sudden shifts in weather, objectives or 
perspectives. Stretchy, breathable and weather-shedding fabric 
tackles everything from mixed routes to epic tours.

Features: Adjustable cuff  shock cord • Breathable, wind- and 
water resistant • DWR finish • Front fly and waist belt • Gusseted 
crotch • Schoeller® Dynamic instep patches • Snap waist closure 
• Two hand pockets • Two high volume thigh pockets • Two-way 
fly zipper (men’s)

Construction: Polartec® Power Shield® lightweight 
• Schoeller® Dynamic

 weight sizes
women’s 369 grams / 13 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 520 grams / 18 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl, xxl

(reg., tall)

Design: Adding a hood makes this versatile Softshell well equipped to survive 
mixed weather. Lightweight Polartec® Power Shield® stretches with every movement, 
repels threatening elements and breathes well when temperatures climb. A laminated 
hood shelters while belaying your partner or waiting for a break in the storm.

Features: Breathable, wind- and water-resistant • DWR finish • Full front zip with 
interior wind flap • Laminated hem drawcord • Moulded Zipper Garages™ • No-lift 
gusseted underarms • One laminated sleeve pocket • Soft brushed lined collar • Two hand 
pockets  • Two chest pockets with laminated zips • Helmet compatible Storm Hood™ 
• Hip length with drop back

Construction: Polartec® Power Shield® lightweight • Schoeller® Dynamic

 weight sizes
women’s 528 gms / 17 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 595 gms / 21 oz (med) s, m, l, xl   



Gamma SV Jacket

black       grizzly    garnet       lead      eclipse (m)    iris (w)     black       grizzly    eclipse

Gamma SV  Vest

Design: Classic design and enduring versatility keep this Softshell 
legend at the forefront. Offering extra range of  motion and breathability, 
and imparted with toughness and weather repellency, this all-mountain 
master is ready for any cool weather alpine activity.

Features: Breathable, wind and water-resistant • DWR finish • Full front zip with 
interior wind flap • Hem drawcord • Moulded Zipper Garages™ • One internal 
chest pocket • Soft brushed lined collar • Two hand pockets • Waist length

Construction: Polartec® Power Shield®

 weight sizes
women’s 575 grams / 20 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 660 grams / 23 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

xxl jacket - black only

Design: A vest that provides a legendary level of  versatility. DWR 
treated Polartec® Power Shield® sheds harsh elements, breathes well 
and stretches during activity. A trim engineered cut layers well, and the 
tough face fabric provides high abrasion resistance.

Features: Breathable, wind and water-resistant • DWR finish • Full front zip 
with interior wind flap • Hem drawcord • Moulded Zipper Garages™ • Soft 
brushed lined collar • Two hand pockets • Waist length

Construction: Polartec® Power Shield®

 weight sizes
women’s 320 grams / 11 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 370 grams / 13 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
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Gamma Salopette

black

Easyrider Jacket

black               cayenne             masala           bluestone (w)

Design: For alpine climbing, mixed climbing and technical 
ice, nothing conforms like this Softshell body suit. Laminated 
Polartec® Power Shield® fabric brings warmth, breathability 
and mobility to the climb, while instep patches and removable 
kneepads protect on the pitch.

Features: Adjustable cuff  shock cord • Breathable, wind and water 
resistant • DWR finish • Four-way polyester stretch upper • Internal 
knee pad pockets • Keprotec™ instep patches  • Removable molded EVA 
foam kneepads • Stretch woven lower  • Two chest pockets with laminated 
zips • WaterTight™ side and through-the-crotch zips

Construction: Polartec® Power Shield® • Rentex™ lofted Lycra 
• Schoeller® Keprotec™ 

 weight sizes
women’s 675 grams / 24 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 760 grams / 27 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design:  The casually cut and internally lofted Easyrider insulates 
even on the windiest ridges. This jacket inherits its elevated warmth 
from high loft Polartec® Power Shield®, which features a laminated 
shaggy fleece interior.

Features: Full front zip with interior wind flap • Gussetted underarms 
• Laminated hem drawcord • Laminated quick dry chin guard • One laminated 
chest pocket (men’s) • One laminated sleeve pocket (women’s) • Two hand 
pockets with laminated zips • Waist length

Construction: Polartec® Power Shield® high loft

 weight sizes
women’s 494 grams / 17 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 562 grams / 20 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl



Technology:  Polartec® Power Shield® 

Over a decade ago, imported stretch woven pants attained cult status with the 
alpine crowd due to their breathability and freedom of movement. Unfortunately, 
these thinly woven pants pilled excessively after continual use. We believed that 
a more durable version of  this fabric could be developed–something that would 
change the way we layered. After some brainstorming and initial groundwork, 
we realized that lamination toughened up the textile. Pairing liberating stretch 
woven fabrics with high-quality fleece was a bold idea, but we were certain 
that by working with the right fabric specialists and by investing enough time, 
we would find a solution. 

The first step was to select a supplier who shared our vision. Because of  their 
premium fleece, innovative history and extensive outdoor knowledge, Malden 
Mills was the natural choice. Working with their fabric developers, three fleece 
textiles were created and each bonded to potential stretch woven fabrics to find 
the perfect face. Years of  painstaking work followed, involving extensive testing 
and evaluation of  some three dozen combinations. The best stretch woven was 

finally found in a fabric that repels weather, breathes well and stretches liberally. 
The next challenge we faced was laminating the two textiles together without 
losing essential breathability. By tapping into the knowledge of  our suppliers’ 
best chemists, we discovered a membrane that would hold the softshell project 
together without delamination. The new fabric fusion was anointed Polartec® 
Power Shield®, with tested air permeability of  only 2, 5 or 8 CFM.

In addition to the all-weather utility Polartec® Power Shield® produced, the 
lamination process also stabilized the fibers against picks or pills, placing 
stretch woven durability on a whole new plane. Even when put through the 
paces of  extreme alpinism, this new four-season fabric sheds weather and 
expands mobility, increasing the range of  aerobic activity. Polartec® Power 
Shield® instantly sparked the Softshell revolution and became the choice in 
single layer weather protection.





black

rhino blue

Gamma AR PantGamma LT Pant

pewter

black

S t r e t c h  Wo v e n s

Stretch Wovens
wind protection
precipitation
breathability

Design: At home in the alpine, the Gamma AR is frequently 
sighted on ridges, summits and hut routes. Tweave® Durastretch® 

fabric infuses the pant with durability, while an articulated 
knee and straight elasticated cuff  fits everything from T2s 
to plastic double boots. 

Features: Adjustable cuff  shockcords • Adjustable waist belt 
• Gusseted crotch • Two hand pockets • Two high volume thigh pockets 
• Two-way fly zipper (men’s) • Tweave® instep patches

Construction: Tweave® Durastretch®

 weight sizes
women’s 390 grams / 14 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 480 grams / 17 oz (med) s, m, l, xl (reg., tall)

Design: A lightweight textile tailors this stretchy seasonal 
pant to milder climactic conditions. Made with exceptionally 
tough and ultra-breathable Tweave® fabric, it ranges from 
spring glacier climbing to fall fastpacking, and excels on 
the rock.

Features: Gusseted crotch • Laminated lower hem • One rear security 
pocket • Soft chamois lined, elasticized waist • Super tough nylon 
stretch woven fabric • Two vertical front pockets with laminated zips 
(men’s) • One cargo pocket with laminated zip (men’s) • Two thigh 
pockets with laminated zips (women’s)

Construction: Tweave® Durastretch®

 weight sizes
women’s 235 grams /8.3 oz (med) xs, s, m, l (reg., tall)
men’s 287 grams / 10.1 oz (med) s, m, l, xl (reg., tall)

Designed for faster paces or warmer weather, our 
stretch woven pieces feature four-way stretch Tweave® 
fabrics. Utilizing a tightly woven weatherproof  
exterior, these high output Softshells crave 
supercharged ascents, marathon traverses and fast 
moving tours.
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Epsilon AR Jacket

black                amber                slate                 fl are               pool (w)

Epsilon SV Jacket

black                amber                slate                 fl are               pool (w)

Po l y l a m i n a t e s

Hybrids
wind protection
precipitation
breathability

Design: A hoodless version of  our new Polylaminate 
Softshell. For aerobic activities in changing weather 
conditions, this jacket is breathable, provides good wind 
protection, and has a wicking interior. A DWR finish helps 
shed precipitation, adding to its versatility.

Features: Laminated hem drawcord • Full front zip with chin 
guard • No-lift gusseted underarms • One internal pocket with 
laminated zip • Structured hood • Stretch wrist gussets • Two hand 
pockets with laminated zips • Waist length

Construction: Bonded Poly

 weight sizes
women’s 295 grams / 10.4 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 370 grams / 13 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: A fast forward softshell with a structured hood, waist-
length cut and stretch wrist gussets.  Polylaminate fabric makes 
this breathable piece ideal for ski touring or mixed weather aerobic 
use. DWR finish and a wicking interior ensure personal comfort.

Features: Laminated hem drawcord • Full front zip with 
chin guard • No-lift gusseted underarms • One internal pocket 
with laminated zip • One laminated sleeve pocket (women’s)
• Structured hood • Stretch wrist gussets • Two hand pockets with 
laminated zips • Waist length 

Construction: Bonded Poly

 weight sizes
women’s 378 grams / 13.3 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 454 grams / 16 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Ideal for aerobic pursuits ranging from trail 
running to track skiing, our Polylaminates are 
super breathable. DWR-treated exteriors and lightly 
lofted grid interiors provide good weather protection 
without overheating the hard working core. Hooded 
or hoodless, these styles ensure personal comfort 
during cold weather training.



D r y C u f f s ™
L a m i n a t e d

S t r e t c h  W o v e n s
Z i p p e r

 G a r a g e s ™Technical Details: So f t s h e l l s 

introduced: 1998introduced: 1998 introduced: 1998

Most Arc’teryx Jackets Most Arc’teryx Jackets Alpha SV Suit
Gamma SV Jacket & Vest

Gamma MX Jacket & Hoody
Gamma MX Pant
Gamma Salopette
Easyrider Jacket

Working with Malden Mills®, 
we were the fi rst to incorporate 
laminated woven fabrics. Fusing 
complimentary stretch woven 
and fl eece textiles, we added extra 
warmth, weatherproofi ng and 
wicking to found the accepted 
Softshell standard.

Our precise wrist closures provide 
a clean durable fi nish, and are easy 
to use with bulky handwear. Die 
cut and laminated, this rounded 
component eliminates water-sucking 
thread, minimizes abrasion and 
provides a tight waterproof  seal.

This simple but design critical 
WaterTight™ detail creates 
a weatherproof  home for our 
smooth-sliding zips. Hand-
shaped and laminated to spec, 
it shelters the zipper slider. The 
result is a clean seal that refuses 
to compromise hard weather 
integrity. 
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H y b r i d
T e c h n o l o g y

L a m i n a t e d
C o n s t r u c t i o n

O n e - t o - O n e
S t r e t c h  W o v e n s

introduced: 2001introduced: 2001 introduced: 2003introduced: 2002

Most Arc’teryx Softshells Alpha SV Suit
Alpha Comp Hoody

Sidewinder Comp Jacket

Sigma SV Jacket
Sigma AR Jacket
Sigma LT Jacket

G o r e ® 
W i n d s t o p p e r ®

Alpha Comp Hoody
Gamma AR Pant
Gamma LT Pant
Accelero Jacket

Velox Jacket & Pants
Switchback Shirt & Pants

The marriage of  stretch-woven 
fabrics with waterproof breath-
able PTFE storm security forms  
the perfect backcountry solution. 
Shielding against precipitation 
in critical areas, yet remaining 
breathable and mobile where 
needed, our hybrids deliver a 
crossbreed of  moisture 
management and protection.

Our most versatile designs also 
benefi t from advanced component 
lamination techniques. The stitchless 
fusing of  components results in 
a bulkless garment that heightens 
technical performance with a sleek 
appeal. 

The strength of  the Tweave® 
Durastretch® textile comes from 
the tough nature of  its one-to-
one weave. Constructed from an 
over-under thread pattern, this 
stretchy and breathable fabric 
won’t pick, pill or abrade.

Windproof  and highly water-
resistant, this soft-sided barrier 
protects the core in bitter cold 
climates. Enhanced with stretch 
and paired with an array of  
faces, the textile is both tough 
and repellent on the outside, and 
warm and fuzzy on the inside.



Insulat ion

Achieving core thermal effi ciency is the ultimate challenge when moving 
at varied paces in alpine environments. Our Insulation pieces employ 
advanced materials and exceptional construction to create garments that 
are more than just fuzz and puff. Textured and laminated, our Peak 
and Mid Layers exceed the conventional standard and are extremely 
warm for their weight. Our Base Layers, available in itchless wool or 
odourless synthetics, are founded on cutting edge fabrics and excellent 
fi t. Each piece is designed to provide an advanced degree of personal 
warmth and comfort. This combination of foundation and fl eece 
creates an effi cient moisture management system that keeps core temps 
comfortable in varied conditions.





Delta SV Jacket

black               eclipse              mineral

Pe a k  L a y e r

Design: Built to maximize heat retention, extra loft helps 
this  Peak Layer fleece dial it up a degree. Thick and technical 
Polartec® Thermal Pro® efficiently traps heat and gusseted 
underarms minimize lift and bulk. Despite its extra thickness, 
its weight is kept low and it maintains good packability.

Features: Exceptional warmth-to-weight ratio • Full front zip with 
chin guard • Laminated hem drawcord • No-lift gusseted underarms 
• One chest pocket with laminated zip • Two hand pockets with laminated 
zips • Reflective collar logo

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® high loft

 weight sizes
women’s 459 grams / 16.2 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 498 grams / 18.5 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

In cold temperatures, our Peak Layers deliver 
toasty warmth. High-loft Polartec® fabrics 
conserve heat efficiently and streamlined 
patterning allows for easy layering. These designs 
are exceptionally warm for their weight, making 
them ideal for lift-access skiing, foul-weather 
camping or studying the snowpack.
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Delta AR Jacket

black                denim                carob                 lava

Maverick AR Jacket

black        redwood  bolder blue (m)  spruce (m)  gunmetal (m)   iris (w)       wasabi (w)

Maverick SV Jacket

cinder              denim                raisin               statue

Design: The Delta AR is a compressible core-
warming fleece. This bulkless design layers easily 
and features an exceptional warmth-to-weight ratio that 
coincides with a minimalist’s mindset.

Features: Exceptional warmth-to-weight ratio • Full front 
zip with chin guard • Laminated hem drawcord • No-lift 
gusseted underarms • One laminated internal pocket with 
laminated zip • Two hand pockets with laminated zips 
• Reflective colour logos

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® lightweight

 weight sizes
women’s 350 grams / 12.4 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 402 grams / 14.1 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: Presenting a more streamlined style is the hallmark 
of  this textured warm layer. Hollow core pile conserves a 
reliable supply of  body heat, and the nailhead exterior refuses 
to pill. Cut trim, so layering up is hassle-free.

Features: DWR finish • Full front zip with interior wind flap 
• No-lift gusseted underarms • Hem drawcord • One laminated 
sleeve pocket with laminated zip • Two hand pockets with laminated 
zips and pocket facings

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® nailhead 

 weight sizes
women’s 440 grams / 15.5 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 530 grams / 18.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl            

Design: This cold-weather fusion of  function and 
style works as well on the piste as in the pub. Reverse 
shag presents a smooth face and provides excellent 
insulation. When worn as the outer layer of  defense, 
its tightly woven fleece cuts wind admirably.

Features: Full front zip with interior wind flap 
• Laminated hem drawcord • No-lift gusseted underarms 
• One laminated internal pocket with laminated zip 
• Two hand pockets with laminated zips and pocket facings

Construction: Polartec® Wind Pro® reverse shag

 weight sizes
women’s 608 grams / 21.4 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 692 grams / 24.4 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl



M i d  L a y e r Tau AR Pullover

black            bolder blue     pomegranate          statue               wasabi

Design: Made from tightly knit Polartec® Wind Pro®

fleece with Hardface® technology, this pullover blends a 
technical profile with a comfortably casual feel. Smooth, 
durable and stretchy, this garment breathes well and repels 
exterior elements.

Features: Half  zip • One laminated chest pocket with laminated 
zip (men’s) • One laminated sleeve pocket with laminated zip 
(women’s) • Waist length

Construction: Polartec® Wind Pro® with Hardface®

technology

 weight sizes
women’s 332 grams / 11.7 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 424 grams / 14.9 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Our Mid Layer pullovers and pants feature 
compressible fleece fabrics and bulkless styling, 
making them ideal for aggressive alpinism, deep 
powder skiing or backcountry touring. We offer 
three different textures of  Polartec® Thermal 
Pro® to suit personal preferences and a new 
Polartec® Wind Pro® top and bottom.
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Tau Pant

black

statue

Apache AR Zip

black            bolder blue           statue              sangria

Design: This relaxed straight-leg fleece pant is designed for 
layering or stand-alone use. Functional Polartec® Wind Pro® 
repels weather, layers nicely and survives abrasion. Constructed 
with a fitted front-fly waist on the men’s and pull-on hip 
waist on the women’s.

Features: Two laminated thigh pockets with laminated zips 
• Fitted waist with front fly (men’s) • Pull on waist (women’s)
• Straight leg cut

Construction: Polartec® Wind Pro® with Hardface® technology

 weight sizes
women’s 345 grams / 12.1 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 381 grams / 13.4 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: With laminated patches, this distinctive half-zip 
is made to survive both backcountry abuse and base camp 
relaxation. Polartec® Thermal Pro® tweed dries quickly and 
compresses efficiently when packed along on the next big trip.

Features: DWR finish • Great warmth-to-weight ratio • Half  
zip • Laminated elbow patches • No-lift gusseted underarms 
• One laminated sleeve pocket with laminated zip (women’s) 
• One laminated chest pocket with laminated zip (men’s)

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® nailhead tweed velour

 weight sizes
women’s 325 grams / 11.5 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 385 grams / 13.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl



Delta LT Zip

black           amber         statue    cayenne (m)   eclipse (m)     indigo (w)  pimento (w)

Delta AR Zip

black                 gator                shale

Design: A warm addition to softshell layering systems. 
Unique plush texture, pullover style and gusseted 
underarms highlight the technical resumé of  this efficient 
fleece layer. Athletic cut aids ease of  mobility.

Features: Great warmth-to-weight ratio • No-lift gusseted 
underarms • Zip neck

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® high void grid

 weight sizes
women’s 186 grams / 6.6 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 226 grams / 8 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: Schooled in versatility, this efficient layer 
traps heat and packs small. Grid texture layers with 
ease, a deep zip vents heat and the long cut tucks in 
to keep snow out.

Features: Great warmth-to-weight ratio • Half  zip • Trim 
fit for optimal layering

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® high void grid loft

 weight sizes
men’s 330 grams / 11.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
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Delta Jersey

black (m)    amber (m) cayenne (m)   eclipse (m)     black (w)   indigo (w)   pimento (w)  statue (w)

Design: A stylish pullover for cool weather layering, this sweatshirt 
wraps the core with warmth. Thermal efficiency, textured fleece 
and gusseted underarms make it a fully active selection for rock, 
ice, snow or travel.

Features: Great warmth-to-weight ratio • No-lift gusseted underarms 
• Pullover style

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® high void grid

 weight sizes
women’s 178 grams / 6 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 194 grams / 7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl



Rho Top & BottomB a s e  L a y e r

black                sangria           eclipse (m)            iris (w) black              eclipse (m)           iris (w)

top bottom

Design: The dual identity of  these wicking layers makes them great both as a warm expedition foundation 
or as an ideal aerobic midlayer. Wicking and mobile Polartec® Power Stretch® fabric provides a comfortable 
and solid foundation, and superior stretch won’t impede intense athletic movements.

Features: 
Top: Collar zip • Form fitting • Great warmth-to-weight ratio
Bottom: Great warmth-to-weight ratio • Optional through-the-crotch zip (black only) • Tapered fit 
• Waist drawcord

Construction: Polartec® Power Stretch®

top weight sizes
women’s 244 grams / 8.6 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 274 grams / 9.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

bottom weight sizes
women’s 186 grams / 7 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 200 grams / 7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Our Base Layer program is founded upon 
natural and synthetic textiles. Itchless Superfine 
Merino Wool enables our Rho LTW’s to 
manage moisture naturally without absorbing 
odour. Our soft synthetic options–made with 
ultra-warm Polartec® Power Stretch®, mid-
thickness Powerflex®, and silkweight Italian 
single knit–provide three levels of  wicking 
efficiency and thermal performance.

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s:
black only

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s:
black only
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Rho LT Zip & Bottom

black      bolder blue      shark     blueberry (w)   indigo (w)    pimento (w)   wasabi (w)

top bottom

black         shark (m)     pimento (w) 

Design: These synthetic foundations enable warm, dry next-to-skin wicking performance. Lightweight 
fibers move moisture rapidly, and a silver ion treatment reacts with sweat to cut stink out of  the technical 
equation. Bottom is also available in 3/4-length bootcut (black only). 

Features: 
Zip: Form fitting • Great warmth-to-weight ratio • Half  zip (men’s) • Collar zip (women’s) • No-lift gusseted underarms 
• One laminated chest pocket with laminated zip (men’s) • One laminated sleeve pocket with laminated zip (women’s) 
• Silver ion anti-microbial treatment
Bottom: Form fitting • Great warmth-to-weight ratio • One laminated thigh pocket with laminated zip 
• Optional through-the-crotch zip • Silver ion anti-microbial treatment • Optional 3/4- length bootcut

Construction: Rentex™ Powerflex

 weight sizes
women’s 167 grams / 5.9 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 190 grams / 6.8 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

 weight sizes
women’s 154 grams / 5.4 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 177 grams / 6.2 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl 

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s:
black only

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s:
black only



Rho LTW Zip & Bottom

black           linen        grizzly (m)  green bean (m)  plum (w)    bluestone (w)

zip bottom

black            linen 

Rho SL Crew long sleeve

black    pomegranate   marine (m)      yam (m)         pool (w)

Design: A natural base layer for prolonged backcountry use. Itchless stretch-knit Merino remains 
both funkless and soft next to skin, while retaining insulative properties when damp. A lycra 
infusion helps them stay in shape for extended adventures. Bottom also available in 3/4-length 
bootcut (black only). 

Features: 
Zip: Form fitting • Collar zip (women’s) • Half  zip (men’s) • No-lift gusseted underarms • Minimal odour 
retention • One laminated chest pocket with laminated zip (men’s) • One laminated sleeve pocket with laminated 
zip (women’s) • Warm when wet
Bottom: Great warmth-to-weight ratio • Minimal odour retention • One laminated thigh pocket with laminated 
zip • Optional through-the-crotch zip (black only, not available in XXL) • Tapered fit • Warm when wet 
• Optional 3/4- length bootcut

Construction: Mountain Merino Stretch Wool

zip weight sizes
women’s 219 grams / 7.7 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 279 grams / 9.8 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

bottoms weight sizes
women’s 232 grams / 8.2 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 245 grams / 8.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: The ultimate base layer–a long sleeve design, 
constructed of  super-light 3.07 oz Italian single knit polyester. 
This buttery soft underwear will wick to keep you dry and 
comfortable. Raglan seams ensure smooth shoulder layering 
and the sublimated logo will catch looks when you sport these 
stylin’ undies.

Features: Flat locked construction • Direct screen print logo for a 
no-feel hand • Trim, next-to-skin, base layering fit • Heat transfer label 
to reduce bulk and chafing at neck line

Construction: Vivital™ Base Layer Technology

 weight sizes
women’s 101 grams / 3.2 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 120 grams / 4.2 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s:
black only

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s:
black only
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Rho SL Cross Neck

black

Rho SL Bottom

Design: Unique design eliminates zipper bulk at the neckline 
and provides seamless shoulder layering capability. Constructed 
of  our wicking, buttery soft 3.07 oz Italian single knit polyester, 
you’ll be dry and comfortable in this base layer. The sublimated 
logo is subdued.

Features: Cross-over neck design for smooth layering • Flat locked 
construction • Gusseted underarms • Direct screen print logo for a no-feel 
hand • Trim, next-to-skin, base layering fit • Heat transfer label to reduce 
bulk and chafing at neck line

Construction: Vivital™ Base Layer Technology

top weight sizes
women’s 100 grams / 3.5 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 125 grams / 4.4 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl 

Design: Wear this smooth pant next-to-skin to keep warm and dry. 
With no out seams and gusseted crotch, you can enjoy freedom of  
movement with this non-binding base layer. A new 3/4 boot cut 
option is also available.

Features:  Flat locked construction • Gusseted crotch • Optional 3/4
boot cut length • Direct screen print logo for a no-feel hand • Trim, next-
to-skin, base layering fit • Heat transfer label to reduce bulk and chafing 
at waist line

Construction: Vivital™ Base Layer Technology

top weight sizes
women’s 119 grams / 4.2 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 125 grams / 4.4 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl 

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s:
black only



F l e e c e
F l a t l o c k  S e a m s

 P o l a r t e c ®

F l e e c e
L a m i n a t e d

C h i n  G u a r d

introduced: 1998 introduced: 1998 introduced: 1999

Delta SV & AR Jackets
Maverick SV & AR Jackets

Apache AR Zip
Delta AR & LT Zips

Delta Jersey
Rho Top & Bottom

Rho LT Zip & Bottom
Rho LTW Zip & Bottom

Delta SV & AR Jackets
Maverick SV & AR Jackets

Technical Details: In su l at i on

Delta SV & AR Jackets
Maverick SV & AR Jackets

Apache AR Zip
Delta AR & LT Zips

Delta Jersey
Rho Top & Bottom

Using a fl atlock stitch, our 
fl eece pieces are triple-stitched 
for durability and longevity. 
Eliminating excess bulk, the seam 
sits fl at, stretches with movement 
and wears comfortably.

The moisture management 
properties of  Polartec® textiles 
rapidly wick moisture from 
the skin for greater comfort. 
They provide superior 
warmth-to-weight for ideal 
layering, enhancing personal 
performance in cold weather.

Our laminated chin guards have a 
structure that keeps them in place 
and won’t catch in the zipper. 
Their inner fl eece lining is soft 
against the face, protecting you 
from hard abrasive zipper tops.
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S t r e t c h
E n h a n c e m e n t

introduced: 2001

Rho Top & Bottom
Rho LT Zip & Bottom

Rho LTW Zip & Bottom

F l e e c e 
L a m i n a t i o n

S u p e r f i n e
M e r i n o  W o o l

S i l v e r  I o n
T r e a t m e n t

Rho LTW Zip & Bottom
Emmisary T

Emmissary Raglan S/S Shirt
Emmissary Raglan L/S Shirt

Rho LT Zip & Bottom

introduced: 2002introduced: 2000

Most Arc’teryx Insulation

introduced: 2002

Mountain athletes need a 
foundation to be fl exible. 
For this purpose our Rho 
base layers infuse insulation 
and moisture management 
with active stretch. Added to 
increase range, retain shape 
and fi t to form, the interwoven 
fi bers give the wicking tops 
and bottoms unqualifi ed 
freedom of  movement.

Itchless and odour-free, this fi ne 
natural fi ber resists shrinkage 
and boasts push/pull wicking 
properties. Like all wools, it 
retains insulative properties 
even when soaked, and due to 
maximum tensile strength, it can 
be honed to the ideal moisture-
management thickness. 

We pioneered the technology of  
lamination construction to create 
leaner, more functional and durable 
garments. Instead of  sewing, we 
laminate in our pockets, zippers, 
collars, hems and cuffs.

Used in synthetic base layers, 
this anti-microbial additive 
fi ghts backcountry odour. 
Embedded silver particles react 
with sweat to activate a stench-
retention defense, supplying 
wicking performance without 
the aroma.





Descent

Our Descent styles are designed for big mountain 
enthusiasts who are drawn to the irresistible pull of  
gravity. Rooted in technical alpine innovation and 
infl uenced by snowsports styling, they are specifi cally 
detailed for backcountry demands. Our Descent 
Hardshells guarantee protection against stormy weather 
while our Softshell Hybrids deliver a perfect balance 
when more breathability and extra mobility are essential. 
Built with individual style, these pieces are equipped to 
perform during fresh tracks, open-to-close charges and 
hundred-day seasons.



Sidewinder SV JacketG o r e - t e x ®  XC R ®

dark cinder       dark citrus          maroon

 weight sizes
men’s 705 grams / 24.8 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: This ultimate big-mountain jacket is designed with durable 
fabrics and a stretch back panel. Technically enhanced with  tougher 
arms, a new SpeedHood™, a Recco™ reflector, and featuring a powder 
skirt, curved front zip and transparent Opti™ radio pocket.

Features: Adjustable laminated powder skirt • Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs 
• Laminated lower hem drawcord • Laminated Opti™ radio pocket • Laminated 
quick-dry chin guard • Moulded Zipper Garages™ • One chest pocket with 
laminated zip • One internal chest pocket • One hand pull cords • Drop 
Speedhood™ • Two hand pockets with laminated zips • Recco™ reflector  
• WaterTight™ Sidewinder front, pit, and pocket zips 

Construction: 540N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 630N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr®

Our Descent Gore-Tex® xcr® Hardshells have been 
specifically designed for the demands of  skin tracks, 
steep trees and untracked lines on big dump days. 
They’re built with a tough waterproof breathable fabric 
and designed with an engineered fit for maximum 
freedom of  movement. These detailed pieces contain 
innovations like OptiTM radio pockets, Sidewinder 
zip and laminated Primaloft® insulation. 
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lead

taupe

dark cinder

Minuteman Bib & PantSidewinder AR Jacket

cricket         kangaroo        maroon            slate aloe              mocha             slate          strawberry

mens womens

pant weight sizes 
women’s 560 grams / 20 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 599 grams / 21 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl (short, reg., tall)

Design: Engineered for high alpine descents with breathable Gore-tex® xcr®. Both Bib and Pant are made 
ready for access with powder cuffs, reinforced instep patches, looser leg circumference and articulated knees 
and seat. The half-bib design sports a drop seat and adjustable suspenders. These robust pants set 
the tone on ridge hikes, sled days or when digging deep. 

Features: Adjustable cuff  shock cords • Keprotec™ instep patches • Laminated Powder cuffs • Moulded Zipper 
Garages™ • Two thigh pockets 

Bibs: Adjustable waist belt • Drop seat design • Low cut bib • Quick adjust suspenders • Two bib stash pockets 
• WaterTight™ pocket, 3/4 leg and front fly zips

Pants: Adjustable waist belt • WaterTight™ pocket, side vent and front fly zips

Construction: 540N 3-layer Gore-tex® Dryloft® • 630N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • Schoeller® Keprotec™

bib weight sizes 
women’s 682 grams / 24 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 721 grams / 25 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl (short, reg., tall)

 weight sizes
women’s 595 grams / 21 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 658 grams / 23.2 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: A roomier cut allows layering up for big vertical and a stowable hood is inside 
for nasty deep days. The women’s version sports a tapered silhouette style. This is 
the performance choice for dropping into the chutes or carving up the bowls. 

Features: Adjustable laminated powder skirt • Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs • Laminated 
lower hem drawcord • Laminated Opti™ radio pocket • Laminated quick-dry chin guard • 
Moulded Zipper Garages™ • One chest pocket with laminated zip • One internal chest pocket 
• One hand pull cords • Stow Speedhood™ • Two hand pockets with laminated zips • Recco™ 
reflector • WaterTight™ Sidewinder front, pit, and pocket zips

Construction: 540N 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr® • 420NR 3-layer Gore-tex® xcr®

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s: dark cinder only

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s: dark cinder only





Technology:  Sidewinder Zipper 

Most snowsports jackets place the main zipper straight down the middle of  
the garment. This poses a problem as it forces the zipper into the chin and 
rubs it raw run after run. Enduring bulky zippers has always been accepted, 
but the big mountain market clearly deserves something better. 

To us the solution was obvious: curve the zip and move the zipper head 
away from the chin. To fulfill this requirement, we developed a method 
of  shaping our WaterTightTM zips. Creating a bend in WaterTightTM 

technology was tough. A simple curve wouldn’t cut it–a multiple radius 
curve was necessary to conform over the antomical body shape. But 
multiple radius curves impacted closure, were difficult to construct and 
even harder to commercialize. Even a 1/4”/7mm disconnect forced the 
fabrics into incorrect shape bringing draglines and stress points to the 

surface. Even more daunting was the challenge of  re-directing the 
zipper’s path across the collar, which not only required a change 
of  planes, but also involved an off-center placement at an almost 
impossible angle. But after countless frustrating hours of  problem 
solving and multiple unsuccessful attempts, the curved zip finally 
worked to perfection. 

The arcing zipper–which was instantly recognized as a huge 
improvement to the industry–eliminated irritation and slid smoothly 
through three dimensions. Looking clean and laying flat, the visual 
impact of  the zipper set a distinct style. The Sidewinder zip offered a 
leap in snowsports design, helping to make comfort and performance 
synonymous.



Stingray Jacket

bluesmoke/
rhino blue

cricket/
gator

kangaroo/
carob

gunmetal/
slate

bluesmoke/
bluebell

cricket/
aloe

cloud

mens womens

G o r e - t e x ®  S o f t  S h e l l

Design: Refined Gore-tex® Soft Shell Low Loft provides a soft-hand feel, while still 
delivering great all-weather protection. Styled for the hill with a looser fit and complete 
with functional features such as handy pockets and laminated powderskirts.

Features: Adjustable laminated powder skirt • Drop Hood™ • Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs 
• Laminated lower hem drawcord • Laminated quick dry chin guard • One chest pocket with laminated 
zip • One chest pocket with laminated zip (women’s) • One sleeve pocket with laminated zip • One 
hand pull cords • Recco® reflector • Soft brushed lined collar • Two hand pockets with laminated 
zips • Two way laminated pit zips • WaterTight™ front, pit and pocket zips

Construction: 730 Gore-tex ® Soft Shell Low Loft

 weight sizes
women’s 688 grams / 24 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 753 grams / 26.5 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

These lift access freeride styles feature Gore-tex®

Soft Shell fabric with a soft-brushed interior. Brilliant 
details include twin-tab waists, laminated pit zips and 
stash pockets, while looser snowsports patterning 
allows for dynamic movement. Constructed with 
tough textiles, goggle pockets and Recco® reflectors, 
these styles deliver function and performance at the 
ski hill and beyond the ropes.
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Patriot SV Jacket

black             statue           denim (m)       butter (w)

Stingray Pant

dark cinder

slate

taupe

rhino blue (m)

cloud (w)

 weight sizes
women’s 779 grams / 27.5 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 905 grams / 32 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: The ultimate in insulated cold weather parkas 
moderates long lift rides. All-weatherproofed with a 
Gore-tex®/Primaloft® combo and detailed for long deep days 
with a powder skirt, goggle pocket and stow hood™.

Features: Adjustable powder skirt • Hem drawcord • Laminated 
die cut Velcro™ cuffs • Micro seam allowances (1/16”/1.6mm) • One 
chest pocket • One goggle pocket • One hand pull cords • Relaxed 
fit • Stow Hood™ • Two hand pockets • WaterTight™ front and 
pocket zips

Construction: 200 gm/sqm Primaloft® Sport • 500NR 2-layer 
Gore-tex® • 400N 2-layer Gore-tex® xcr®

Design: A loose snowsports styled pant designed for on-
area riding and skiing. Gore-tex® Soft Shell Low Loft wears 
comfortably, while dual waist adjustment straps ensure a great 
fit. Featuring a drop seat design, WaterTight™ side vents and 
wide lower leg patterning. 

Features: Drop seat design • Laminated powder cuffs • Moulded 
Zipper Garages™ • Two front stash pockets with laminated zips 
• Waist pant with front fly flap and dual waist adjustment straps 
• WaterTight™ pocket, front fly, and side vent zips • Keprotec instep 
patch • Wide lower leg patterning

Construction: 730 Gore-tex ® Soft Shell Low Loft

 weight sizes
women’s 522 grams / 18.5 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 594 grams / 21 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

xl-w’s. xxl - m’s: dark cinder only



Stingray Comp JacketSidewinder Comp Jacket

statue pine (m) slate rhino blue (m) cloud (w)carob (m) kangaroo (w)

D e s c e n t  H y b r i d s

Design: A hoodless hybrid for mixed weather days on the 
hill. Low loft PTFE fabric seals out wind and weather, 
while a back panel of  stretch Windstopper® fabric ensures 
mobility and breathability.

Features: Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs • Laminated 
lower hem drawcord • One hand pull cords • One sleeve 
pocket with laminated zip • Soft brushed lined collar 
• Two hand pockets with laminated zips • WaterTight™ front 
and pocket zips

Construction: • 730 NR PTFE • Polartec® Wind Pro® with 
Hardface Technology

Design: For those who pick untracked lines, this 
backcountry composite shares the same sensibility. 
Stretch-woven fabric maximizes venting and hardshell 
shoulders shed stormy weather. Features a curved front 
zip to protect the chin from zipper chafe.

Features: Hem drawcord • Micro die cut cuffs • Soft 
brushed lined collar • Drop Speedhood™ • Two hand pockets 
• WaterTight™ Sidewinder front zip

Construction: PTFE  Fabric • Schoeller® Dynamic 
Extreme

 weight sizes
women’s 457 grams / 16.1 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 573 grams / 20.1 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

 weight sizes
women’s 572 grams / 20.1 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 586 grams / 20.5 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

A mix of  hard and soft shell fabrics 
ensure our Descent Hybrid styles 
protect against mixed weather, without 
overheating the core. Embraced by split, 
tele and AT enthusiasts, they deliver the 
perfect balance for high output days in 
the backcountry.
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Bucket Liner

black

Beanie D’Weave Bird Head NordNøggen Roam Dome

brown               olive              charcoal charcoal             white
  

dark pine             ocean               brown
  

cinder                 fog chili              dark moss

black               gumbo             bluebird

Design: For those protecting 
their noodles from high-speed 
impact who also want protection 
from Jack Frost. 

Features: Contoured shape 
• Fleece ear and forehead wrap 
• Mesh top for slim fit and 
breathability

Construction: 100% Micro-
fleece • Acrylic mesh top

Design: The classic.

Features: 100% wool • Soft thermal 
fleece under-banding • 4 dart design

Construction: 100% Wool 
• Fleece underbanding

Design: A crocheted adventure 
for your melon.

Features: Stretch acrylic 
• 4 dart design

Construction: 100% Acrylic 
mid guage • double ply • 4 dart 
design

Design: A lightweight beanie 
with Bird Logo weaved right 
into it.

Features: Wool acrylic blend
• Soft fleece underbanding 
• 4 dart design

Construction: 50/50 Merino 
wool/acrylic blend • Fleece 
underbanding

Design: A Scandanavian 
influenced weave, inspired by 
the midnight sun and foggy 
fjords.

Features: Light 100% wool 
• Soft thermal fleece under-
banding • 4 dart design

Construction: 100% Austra-
lian Wool Eurolight • Collegiate 
Heathers• Fleece underbanding

Design: For the backcountry 
style-conscious or for those 
that just want warmer ears. 

Features: Light 100% wool 
• Soft thermal fleece under-
banding • 4 dart designwith 
extended ear flap and tie cords

Construction: 100% Austra-
lian Wool Eurolight • Collegiate 
Heathers• Fleece underbanding



G l o v e s Gamma SV Hardface Stinger

black black black

unisex sizes s, m, l, xl, xxl
weight 112 grams / 3.9 oz (m pair) 

unisex sizes xs, s, m, l, xl, xxl
weight 82 grams /2.9 oz (m pair)

unisex sizes s, m, l, xl, xxl
weight  140 grams /4.9 oz (m pair)

Design: Forged from rock-and-ice necessity, this 
dexterous glove blends stretch-woven versatility 
with the superior feel of waterproof/breathable 
leather. The internal warmth of  Polartec® Power 
Shield® and an easy-on cuff  are tailor-made for 
mixed climbing use.

Features: Anatomical design and fit • DWR 
finish • Elasticized wrist • Polartec® Power Shield®

in back of  hand/cuff  areas, with high loft Polartec® 
Power Shield® in fingers • Reinforced palm with leather 
thumb and fingers • Short-length cuff with pull tab

Construction: 
Shell: Polartec® Power Shield® high loft
 Reinforcement: Washable leather

Design: This touring glove has the right 
demeanor for the alpine. A tough, resistant 
exterior and soft, fleecy interior provide both 
warmth and durability. Dense Polartec® Wind 
Pro® fleece blocks and breathes, and waterproof  
leather reinforces the technical perception.

 Features: Anatomical design and fit • DWR 
finish • Elasticized wrist • Lezanova® leather palm 
• Polartec® Wind Pro® in back of  hand/cuff  areas 
• Short-length cuff  with pull tab

Construction: 
Shell: Polartec® Wind Pro 
• Reinforcement: Washable leather

Design: This leather and Polartec® Power Shield® 
glove is a truly high performance piece. Constructed 
from softshell fabric that vents the hand during 
rapid acceleration, it provides dexterity and comfort 
for the approach, transition or descent.

Features: Anatomical design and fit • DWR finish 
• Elasticized wrist • Full finger leather construction 
• Polartec® Power Shield® in the back of  the hand and 
cuff  area • Reinforced leather palm • Short-length cuff  
with expansion gusset and Velcro® tab adjustment • Soft 
quick drying polyester fleece lining 

Construction: 
Shell: Polartec® Power Shield®

• Reinforcement: Washable leather
• Lining: 100% polyester lining
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Delta SV Delta Gothic

black              chiliblack             denimblack

unisex sizes s, m, l, xl, xxl
weight 60 grams /1.9 oz (m pair) 

Design: Used both as a stand-alone insulator 
and an ultra-warm liner, this multi-faceted 
fleece glove is great to have in the back 
pocket when heading out. Mechanically 
dense Polartec® Wind Pro® cuts through 
cold conditions and won’t pill like traditional 
fleece. 

Features: Anatomical design and fit • Elasticized 
wrist • Short-length cuff  with pull tab

Construction: Polartec® Wind Pro®

unisex sizes xs, s, m, l, xl, xxl
weight  70 grams /2.5 oz (m pair)

Design: A step beyond standard fuzz gloves, 
the Delta upgrades with double-faced, pill-
resistant pile. Warm, compressible and detailed 
with a short cuff  and pull-tab, it matches up 
perfectly with everything from layering to 
shoveling. 

Features: Anatomical design and fit • Elasticized 
wrist • Short-length cuff with pull tab

Construction: 100% Polyester double-face pile 

unisex sizes xs, s, m, l, xl, xxl
weight 36 grams /1.2 oz (m pair)

Design: The natural advantages of  Merino 
Wool make this warm liner ideal for back-
country, aerobic or expedition applications. 
Fit to form and enhanced with a modicum of  
stretch, it delivers dexterity and retains shape 
for the duration.

Features: Form fitting • Short-length cuff • Warm 
when wet

Construction: Mountain Merino Stretch Wool



24

During our daily schedules we look forward to our next climb, trek or 
tour, but the reality is that most of the time other agendas fi ll up the 
hours from morning to night. It’s this time between adventures that sets 
the tone for 24, a lifestyle collection designed to adapt to urban realities. 
Our 24 program is fashioned to provide durability and casual style by 
incorporating relaxed cuts and high-caliber fabrics. Inspired by classic 
design, these lifestyle pieces work whether simply kicking back or moving 
in a more refi ned setting. 





Fugitive Hoody

black         bolder blue      statue        pomegranate      wasabi (w) black         bolder blue      statue      pomegranate (m)   wasabi (w)

Accomplice Jacket 

Design: This Hoody combines technical fabric with 
alpine focused styling. Polartec® Wind Pro® fleece provides 
warmth, weather protection and notable durability. Trim 
hip-length fit, low-bulk collar and luxurious hood.

Features: Full front zip with chin guard • Hip length • Scuba 
hood • Two hand pockets with laminated zips

Construction: Polartec® Wind Pro®

 weight sizes
women’s 380 grams / 13.4 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 456 grams / 16.1 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: A comfortable piece designed for layering or 
stand alone use. Durable Polartec® Wind Pro® offers 
a soft fleece interior for comfort and a DWR treated 
exterior for extra weather protection.

Features: Full front zip • Hip length • Two hand pockets with 
laminated zips

Construction: Polartec® Wind Pro®

 weight sizes
women’s 364 grams / 12.8 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 495 grams / 17.5 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
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Covert Collar Zip

honeycomb (m)       fl are (w)             plum (w)         turquoise (w)    

black             carob              slate         green bean (m)   garbanzo (m)   

Covert Hoody

redwood (m)     slate (m)        turquoise (w)       plum (w)       blueberry (w) 

black        green bean        fl are          garbanzo         carob        honeycomb

Design: This tweak on traditional fleece adds textured subtlety 
to the mountain style landscape. This fabric breathes, dries and 
layers like expected, but presents a distinct woolly face for those 
who crave a taste of  originality.

Features: Breathable and quick drying • Collar zip • No-lift gusseted 
underarms • One laminated sleeve pocket with laminated zip • Men’s and 
women’s specific fits

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® sweater knit

 weight sizes
women’s 329 grams / 11.6 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 446 grams / 15.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: Made with wool-textured Polartec®  Thermal Pro® 
sweater knit, this piece presents a stylish hooded sweater look with 
traditional Polartec® performance. The cut is casual, the fabric stays 
cozy and the hood provides solace from the weather outside.

Features: Breathable and quick drying • Hood • No-lift gusseted underarms 
• One laminated sleeve pocket with laminated zip • Two hand pockets with 
laminated zips and pocket facings

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® sweater knit

 weight sizes
women’s 422 grams / 17.4 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 508 grams / 17.9 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl



Covert V-neckCovert Cardigan

black           garbanzo      green bean      redwood       turquoiseslate (m)            honeycomb (w)       plum (w)         turquoise (w)    

black                carob            garbanzo        blueberry (m)

Covert Crew

black         blueberry           fl are              slate            redwood

Design: Silhouetted for active women, this 
curvaceous Covert shows off  a unique form. 
The woolly fleece face exudes its own style, while the 
sleek and athletic cut renders it right for both the 
hills and the corner coffee shop.

Features: Breathable and quick drying • No-lift 
gusseted underarms • One laminated sleeve pocket 
with laminated zip

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® sweater knit

 weight sizes
women’s 318 grams / 11.2 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl

Design: Wool texture, cashmere hand and fleece 
function are combined beautifully in this everyday 
companion. The style is right for mountain free-ranging 
or urban hanging.

Features: Breathable and quick drying • Full front zip 
• Gusseted underarms • One laminated sleeve pocket with 
laminated zip • Two hand pockets with laminated zips

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® sweater knit

 weight sizes
women’s 369 grams / 13 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
men’s 497 grams / 17.5 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: Distinct texture and classic style give this 
sweater casual versatility. Breathable and quick-to-dry, 
the woolly fleece was bred to balance casual and active 
environs. Pullover style and a laminated pocket add 
heightened flair.

Features: Breathable and quick drying • Crew neck 
• No-lift gusseted underarms • Laminated sleeve pocket 
with laminated zip

Construction: Polartec® Thermal Pro® sweater knit

 weight sizes
men’s 444 grams / 15.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl
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Gamut Pant, Cropper, Capri, Longs & Short

shale bamboo taupe    espresso (m) taupe shale

pant cropper

oreganoshale

capri

bambooshale espresso

longs

shale (m)taupe   

shorts

espresso oregano  

men’s pant
weight: 609 grams / 22 oz
sizes:       28      30          31           32            33           34            36        38
inseam: cm   81   76   81  76  81  89   76  81  89   76  81  89   76  81  89   76  81  89   89
inseam: in    32    30  32    30  32  35    30  32  35     30  32  35    30  32  35    30  32   35   35

women’s pant 
weight: 536 grams / 19 oz
sizes       4   6     8      10      12    14
inseam: cm   79   79   79  86   79  86   79  86   79
inseam: in    31    31    31   34    31  34    31   34     31

Design: Tough mountain styles for both work and 
play. Heavy cotton canvas wears tough, triple needle 
inseams won’t tear, relaxed fit provides mobility and 
contrasting zips add a dash of  flavor. The Pants sport 
clean lines with added reinforcements, and the Shorts 
wear tough in warmer weather. The Capris sport a hip 
low-slung aesthetic and the Longs hang looser to match 
the bouldering vibe.

Features: Double needle main construction • Triple 
needle inseam construction • Front fly with belt loops 
• Gusseted crotch • Knee articulation (pants) • Soft chamois 
lined waist • Two front slash pockets • Two rear zippered 
security pockets • Low rise, women’s specific fit (women’s) 
• Relaxed fit (men’s)

Construction: 9.14 oz Cotton Canvas

men’s cropper
weight:  590 grams / 20.8 oz
sizes: 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40
inseam: 24 inches / 61 cm

men’s longs
weight:  392 grams / 13.8 oz
sizes: 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38
inseam: 12 inches / 30 cm 

men’s short
weight:  366 grams / 12.9 oz
sizes: 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38
inseam: 9 inches / 22.5 cm

women’s shorts
weight:  322 grams / 11.4 oz
sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
inseam: 8 inches / 20 cm 

women’s capri
weight:  472 grams / 16.6 oz
sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 



Gothic Hoody

black               carob           dark grey

Design: This cozy Hoody defines pure luxury. Itchless 
wool keeps you warm, internal fleece softens, and pockets 
keep hands snug. An elegant, everyday style with a hood 
that keeps the core stoked on cold mountain nights.

Features: Casual cut • Full front zip • Full gothic style hood 
• Non-itch wool laminated to soft microfleece lining • Two 
hand pockets

Construction: Exclusive non-itch Italian wool laminated 
to soft microfleece lining

 weight sizes
unisex 836 grams / 29.5 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl
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Diplomat ST

heathered black

Gothic Cardigan

black               carob           dark grey

Design: Create a presence with this union of  Italian 
wool and fleece. A premium fabric fusion that is as 
appropriate travelling first-class as it is staying warm 
in bitter or windy mountain conditions. Individually 
refined with a sophisticated sense of  style.

Features: One hidden chest pocket • Two hand pockets 
• Unique blend of wool, fleece and Windstopper® textiles 
• Windproof, breathable and warm

Construction: Exclusive non-itch Italian wool/fleece 
and Windstopper®

 weight sizes
unisex 739 grams / 26.1 oz (med) xs, s, m, l, xl

Design: A fuzzy blend of  classic style and modern 
merit, this sweater is a timeless alternative for bundling 
up against the cold. Fleece interior stays soft and 
imported wool warms up the soul in damp, dreary 
and dark weather.

Features: Full front zipper with interior wind flap • Non-itch 
wool laminated to soft microfleece lining • Two hand pockets
• High collar

Construction: Exclusive non-itch Italian wool laminated 
to soft microfleece lining

 weight sizes
women’s 649 grams / 22.9 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 785 grams / 27.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl



Emissary Raglan short sleeve 

black             gator           sangria         carob (m)  blueshadow (w)

Emissary T short sleeve

black       blueberry (m)  mustard (m)   shark  (m)   robins egg (w)   sangria  (w)

Design: A blend of  performance and luxury that 
wears well for any activity, situation or locale. 
Itchless Merino Wool cools the core and stays 
odour free. Stylish silhouettes and a touch of  
stretch make them a pleasure to put on in all types of  
weather. 

Features: Embroidered Bird Logo on front hem and 
Arc’teryx Word Logo on seam • Flat-locked seams • Raglan 
style • Stand-alone wear • Superb anti-microbial properties 
• Trim athletic fit • Unique two tone colour blocking (except 

Sangria)

Construction: Superfine Mountain Merino Wool

 weight sizes
women’s 136 grams / 4.8 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 189 grams /6.7  oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: The Emissaries are low-maintenance Ts for high 
maintenance lifestyles. Itchless Merino Wool regulates 
core temps and won’t absorb odour even when sweating up 
a storm. A cool cut and mechanical stretch make them 
a standout both on the crags or in the city.

 Features: Crew style • Flat-locked seams • Stand-alone 
wear • Superb anti-microbial properties • Trim athletic fit 
• Unique two tone colour blocking (except Black, Shark & Sangria

Construction: Superfine Mountain Merino Wool

 weight sizes
women’s 133 grams / 4.7 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 188 grams / 6.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
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Emissary Raglan long sleeve

black           sangria       bluejay (m)      gator (m)   robins egg (w)   sangria (w)

 weight sizes
women’s 173 grams / 6.1 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 219 grams / 7.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: A long sleeve crew made from Superfine Merino 
Wool that feels silky smooth, keeps the core cool, and won’t 
absorb odour or itch. Mechanical stretch adds mobility and a 
looser fit wears comfortably for any active paced activity.

Features: Embroidered Bird Logo on front hem and 
Arc’teryx Word Logo on seam • Flat-locked seams • Raglan 
style with crew neck • Stand-alone wear • Superb anti-microbial 
properties • Trim athletic fit • Unique two tone colour blocking 
(except Black and Sangria)

Construction: Superfine Mountain Merino Wool



Basic T short sleeve

navy blue       platinum

Logo T short sleeve Logo T long sleeve

brown           gold (m)         olive (m)        cream (w)        fushcia (w) brown

Design: A high quality short sleeve cotton T 
emblazoned with Arc’teryx logo on back and 
Word logo on front. 

Construction: 100% Cotton

 weight sizes
men’s 177 grams / 6.2 oz (med) s, m, l, xl, xxl

Design: A high quality fi tted T with Bird logo 
on left chest and Arc’teryx Word logo on left 
sleeve.

Construction: 100% Cotton

 weight sizes
women’s 96 grams / 3.3 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
men’s 129 grams / 4.3 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: This high quality long sleeve T has a small 
Bird logo on left chest and Evolution in Action 
logo in deep red on left sleeve.

Construction: 100% Cotton

 weight sizes
women’s 147 grams / 5.2 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
men’s 220 grams / 7.8 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
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Boarderline T long sleeve

black              white

Big Bird Trad Lid All Canadian

black                 cadet black                 olive navy                 white

Design: A long sleeve T with a subtle but intense 
graphic statement. Bird logo and right side faded 
stripe front, and Bird logo and center faded stripe 
back. 

Construction: 100% Cotton

 weight sizes
men’s 256 grams / 8.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: A structured cap with a 
gel 3D logo treatment. Flexfit® 
elastic fit with fully enclosed 
back. 

Features: Available in S/M 
and L/XL sizes • Pre-curved bill 
• Elastic Flexfit® fit

Construction: Stretch Brushed 
Twill 97% Cotton • 3% Spandex 
• 8.5 oz fabric

Design: A non-structured 
traditional adjustable cap with 
two-tone bill. Embroidered 
Bird logo on front, and 
embroidered Arc’teryx Word 
logo on back.

Features:  Adjustable fit 
• Pre-curved bill

Construction: 100% Cotton 
9 oz. fabric

Design: The All-Canadian, eh. 
3D embroidered Maple Leaf  
front and Arc’teryx Word 
on back. 

Features: Available in S/M 
and L/XL sizes • Pre-curved bill 
• Elastic Flexfit® fit

Construction: Stretch Brushed 
Twill 97% Cotton • 3% Spandex 
• 8.5 oz fabric





Tr averse

Our Traverse collection is superbly suited for 
aerobic pursuits, long outings on the trail and 
adventurous explorations in the backcountry. Our 
performance enhanced Endorphin and more subtle 
Trail styles incorporate the same commitment to 
superior materials, components and construction as 
seen throughout all of our products. Wicking jersey 
knits, tough stretch-wovens and hybrid textile fusions 
offer exceptional breathability and durability, while 
laminated detailing and superior designs ensure these 
styles wear well and look great. 



Velox Pant

black

 
light maroon (w)

dark zinc (m)

Velox Jacket

electric blue    light maroon      dark zinc          shamrock

Accelero Jacket

electric blue          fl are               gravel

Design: An ideal pant designed for fast and focused 
winter activities. A Windstopper® front forms a shield 
against weather, while a Tweave® back provides mobility 
and breathability. Slit pocket, snap front and lower 
leg zip.

Features: DWR finish • Gusseted crotch • One small 
slit pocket with laminated zip • Snap front closure with 
elasticized side waist • Soft brushed back lining • Lower leg 
zips with windflaps

Construction: Tweave® Durastretch® lightweight • Lite 
Stretch Ripstop Windstopper®

 weight sizes
women’s 256 grams / 9 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 285 grams / 10 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: Matching a Lite Stretch Ripstop 
Windstopper® front with super-breathable Tweave® 
makes this garment an ideal track or trail piece.  
Featuring a lower back stow pocket, laminated die 
cut Velcro® cuffs and a standup collar. 

Features: DWR finish • Full front zip with interior windflap 
• Laminated die cut Velcro® cuffs • Laminated hem drawcord 
• No-lift gusseted underarms • One chest pocket with 
laminated zip (men’s) • One hand pocket with laminated 
zip (women’s) • One lower back stow pocket • Soft brushed 
lined collar • Standup collar • Waist length

Construction: Tweave® Durastretch® lightweight • Lite 
Stretch Ripstop Windstopper®

 weight sizes
women’s 300 grams / 10.6 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 332 grams / 11.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

 weight sizes
women’s 320 grams / 11.3 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 347 grams / 12.2 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: This alpine fast forward hybrid excels during 
winter aerobic activities. PTFE panels seal out weather 
in critical areas, while Tweave® Durastretch® provides 
breathability and mobility. Cut longer in the back and 
arms for extra coverage.

Features: DWR finish • Hip length • Laminated die cut 
Velcro® cuffs • Laminated hem drawcord • Moulded Zipper 
Garages™ • No-lift gusseted underarms • One chest pocket 
with laminated zip • One lower back pocket with laminated zip 
• Soft brushed lined collar • Stow Hood™ • WaterTight™ 
Vislon® front zip

Construction: 390NR PTFE fabric •  Tweave® Durastretch® 
Lightweight 
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Switchback Shirt Switchback Pant

black              cayenne            sapphire

black

dark taupe

fox

pewter

Design: Abrasive endurance episodes prove no match for the rugged 
Switchback Shirt. Tough yet nimble Tweave® Durastretch® lightweight 
sheds moisture, blocks the breeze and remains pick-and-pill free. Slim 
athletic cut blends performance with energetic style.

Features: Chest zip • Laminated hem • One laminated chest pocket with 
laminated zip (men’s) • One laminated sleeve pocket with laminated zip 
(women’s) • Seamless underarm gussets • Soft brushed lined collar • Stretchy 
cuff  gussets • Trim athletic fit

Construction: Tweave® Durastretch® lightweight 

 weight sizes
women’s 226 grams / 8 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 256 grams / 9 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

 weight sizes
women’s 184 grams / 7 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 218 grams / 8 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

(reg., tall)

Design: Distinguished by fit and fabric, this Tweave® Durastretch® 
lightweight stretch style exudes an air of  resiliency. Double needle 
construction extends the life cycle and a weather-shedding weave adds 
durability, while a clean cut elicits fast forward mobility.

Features: Belt management system • Double needle construction • Drawcord 
ready exit in hem • Elastic pull on waist with nylon cinch belt • Flyless design 
for super clean front • Gusseted crotch • Laminated hem • One rear zippered 
security pocket with laminated zip (men’s) • Side seamless construction • Soft 
chamois lined waist • Two thigh pockets with laminated zips • Men’s and 
women’s specific fits

Construction: Tweave® Durastretch® lightweight 



Palisade Pant, Capri & Short

greystone dk. taupe eclipse (m)

pant

eclipseblack

capri

wheat (m)greystone 

shorts

terracotta dk. taupe (m)  terracotta eclipse (w)

Design: Constructed with breathable, quick drying comfort stretch materials and packed with all the features 
required for rugged exploration, these versatile pants provide comfort on the trail while the soft chamois lined 
waist stops pack belt chafing. TerraTex® fabric provides comfort and mobility. 

Features: Adjustable nylon cinch belt  • Gusseted crotch • Laminated front fly • Laminated hem • Low rise women’s fit 
(women’s)  • Soft chamois lined waist
Pant: Drawcord ready exit in hem • Two vertical front pockets (men’s) • Two thigh pockets with laminated zips (men’s) • One 
rear wallet pocket (men’s) • Two thigh pockets with two laminated zip security pockets (women’s)
Capri:  One front security pocket with laminated zip • Two rear security pockets with laminated zips
Short:  Two vertical front pockets (men’s) • Two thigh pockets with laminated zips (men’s) • One rear wallet pocket (men’s) 
• Two thigh pockets with one laminated zip security pocket (women’s)

Construction:  TerraTex™

women’s capri
weight:  191 grams / 7 oz
sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
inseam: 19 inches / 61 cm

men’s short
weight:  188 grams / 6.6 oz
sizes: 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38
inseam: 9 inches / 23 cm (med)

women’s shorts
weight:  158 grams / 5.5 oz
sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
inseam: 8 inches / 20 cm (med) 

men’s pant
weight:  295 grams / 10.4 oz
sizes: 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40
lengths: short, regular, tall

women’s pant
weight:  246 grams / 8.7 oz
sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
lengths:  regular, tall 
 (tall-greystone only)
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Operative Tank

mercury/butterlava/butter   denim lava  

Operative T short sleeveOperative T long sleeve

butter (w)lava   denim mercury  butter (w)lava   denim mercury  

Design: A fashionable fit for women with 
a plunging square cut V-neck. Double layer 
construction over the bust provides discreet 
support while flattering wide shoulders hide 
straps. Form fitted underarms ensure no 
chafing.

Construction: 96% Cotton, 4% Lycra spandex 
jersey knit

 weight sizes
women’s 119 grams / 4.2 oz (med) xs, s, m, l

Design: Driven as we are, even our casual T’s were 
predestined to exhibit technical progression. Styled with 
tonal color blocking and made with a stretchy plush cotton 
that puts mass-produced tees to shame.

Construction: 95% Cotton, 5 % Lycra spandex jersey knit

 weight sizes
women’s 135 grams / 4.8 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 204 grams / 7.2 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: An edgy long sleeve version of  this technical T. 
Classic Arc’teryx tonal colour blocking and anatomic fit 
for definitive style.

Construction: 95% Cotton, 5 % Lycra spandex jersey knit

 weight sizes
women’s 190 grams / 6.7 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 276 grams / 9.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl



Access Pant & Short

black             eclipse           wheat (m) black             eclipse        terracotta      wheat (m)

pant short

Ether Crew long sleeve & short sleeve

black    pomegranate  marine (m)     pool (w) black     pomegranate     yam         marine (m)      pool (w)        

long sleeve short sleeve

Design: The Access Pant and Short are comfortable, all-purpose, all around 
pants that exude a fast moving character, soft tactile advantage and tough textile 
performance. Lightweight, two-way stretch fabric provides comfort and freedom 
of movement, while double needle construction hangs tough on the trail. 

Features: Belt management system • Double needle construction • Elastic pull on waist 
with nylon cinch belt • Flyless design for super clean front • Gusseted crotch • Women’s 
specific fit (women’s) 
Pant: One thigh pocket with laminated zip • Two vertical front pockets with laminated zip
Short: Two thigh pockets with laminated zips • Rear zippered security pocket with 
laminated zip (men’s)

Construction: TerraTex™

men’s short
weight:  180 grams / 6.3 oz
sizes: s, m, l, xl
inseam: 9 inches / 23 cm (med)

women’s shorts
weight:  148 grams / 4.7 oz
sizes: xs, s, m, l
inseam: 8 inches / 20 cm (med) 

men’s pant
weight:  255 grams / 8.9 oz
sizes: s, m, l, xl
lengths: short, regular, tall

women’s pant
weight:  233 grams / 8.2 oz
sizes: xs, s, m, l

Design: A quick drying top, the Ether Crew is constructed with a super 
light Italian single knit with wicking treatment. A buttery, and silky soft 
crew, it’s both durable and pill resistant. Available with or without center 
chest logo.
Features: Flat locked construction • Sublimated logo for a no-feel hand • Trim, 
athletic fit • Heat transfer label to reduce bulk and chafing at neck line

Construction: Vivital™ Base Layer Technology

long sleeve weight sizes
women’s 96 grams / 3.4 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 132 grams / 4.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

 weight sizes
women’s 73 grams / 2.6 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 106 grams / 3.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
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Cairn Crew long sleeve & short sleeveCairn Zip long sleeve & short sleeve

brill. blue (w)gr. apple yam (m)dk. zinc  

long sleeve

bone (w)salsa yam brill. blue (m)  

long sleeve

salsa (w)gr. apple brill. blue yam (m)

short sleeve

 bone (w)brill. blue salsa dk. zinc (m)  

short sleeve

Design: Pulling on these premium wicking crews is a daily ritual for adrenaline 
addicts. Soft fabric, hip styling, itchless heat-transfer labels and liberal stretch 
give a looser interpretation of  functional layering.

Features: Articulated elbows (long sleeve) • Athletic fit • Chest zip • Heat transfer 
collar label • Mid-weight poly knit with soft hand

Construction: Rentex™ Foundation

l/s crew weight sizes
women’s 166 grams / 5.9 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 203 grams / 7.2 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

s/s crew weight sizes
women’s 118 grams / 4.2 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 168 grams / 5.9 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: With microbrushed foundation fabric and itchless heat-transfer labeling, 
these wicking, two-tone zip T’s reside in a category that blends comfort with cool. 
An athletically relaxed fit provides a styled contrast to tight-layer technology. 

Features: Articulated elbows (long sleeve) • Athletic fit • Chest zip • Heat transfer 
collar label • Mid-weight poly knit with soft hand

Construction: Rentex™ Foundation

l/s zip weight sizes
women’s 133 grams / 6.1 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 225 grams / 7.9 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

    s/s zip weight sizes
women’s 121 grams / 4.3 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 181 grams / 6.4 oz (med) s, m, l, xl



Blaze Comp Shirt Blaze Zip long sleeve

sangria        peacock (m)        cinder (m)            iris (w)          butter (w) cinder             drift            sangria

Design: This ultra modern long sleeve T will take you climbing, biking 
and cool weather running. Constructed from two distinct fabrics – the 
main body has a soothing next-to-skin feel while the outer arms and 
shoulders have a tough, cool textile. Women’s has unique square neckline 
while men’s has an overlapped crew neck.

Features: Composite fabrics – lightweight and durable • Clear gel logos 
• Heat transfer collar label • Trim athletic fit • Overlap crew collar (men’s) 
• Square collar design (women’s)

Construction: Breezon™ • Enduraflex™ 

 weight sizes
women’s 145 grams / 5.1 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 189 grams / 6.7 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: Clean, long lasting and silky-smooth feel are the key benefits of  
these active-minded shirts. Breezon™ fabric wicks moisture, flat-locked 
seams soften and a silky drape wears well. Cut trim and lightweight to 
match the fit profile of  endurance athletes.

Features: Clear gel logos • 1½”/38mm stand up collar, with a profile higher in 
the back • Chest zip • Flat-locked seams • Heat transfer collar label • Hem vent 
details (women’s) • Inner collar contrast colour (women’s) • Lightweight and durable 
poly knit • Trim athletic fit

Construction: Breezon™

 weight sizes
women’s 133 grams / 4.7 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 186 grams / 6.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl
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Blaze Zip short sleeve Blaze Crew short sleeve

sangria        peacock (m)        cinder (m)   burnt orange (m)     iris (w)          butter (w)        sangria            drift          peacock (m)        cinder (m)   burnt orange (m)     iris (w)          butter (w)        

Design: This short sleeve clean styling T is designed to keep things 
cool while running or riding down the trail. Soft Breezon™ fabric wicks 
moisture, flatlock seams won’t chafe skin, a chest zip adds extra venting 
and the collar protects against the sun. 

Features: Clear gel logos • Chest zip • Flat-locked seams • Heat transfer collar 
label • Hem vent details (women’s) • Lightweight and durable poly knit • Trim 
athletic fit

Construction: Breezon™

 weight sizes
women’s 101 grams / 3.6 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 140 grams / 4.9 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

 weight sizes
women’s 96 grams / 3.4 oz (med) xs, s, m, l
men’s 131 grams / 4.6 oz (med) s, m, l, xl

Design: A short sleeve with high technology softened by flatlock seams 
and a soothing next-to skin feel. The Breezon™ fabric readily dissipates 
sweat and the clean design takes on any aerobic pursuit. A heat transfer 
label ensures no itch or bulk at the collar.

Features: Clear gel logo at front hem and sleeve hem • Crew style • Flat-locked 
seams • Heat transfer label • Hem vent details (women’s) • Lightweight and durable 
poly knit • Trim athletic fit

Construction: Breezon™



backpacks  &  harne s se s

For dedicated climbers, the right harness is essential. Fit, convenience, and 
comfort are necessary factors in the vertical world. Marked by anatomic 
sculpting, our legendary harnesses are unmatched in the realm of on-the-rock 
comfort. Vapor™ thermoforming technology brings a third dimension of fi t 
by thermolaminating variable thicknesses of foam into form fi tting shapes. 
Internal seam technology reduces wear and softens normally abrasive edges. 
An engineered fi t features hipbelts and leg loops that taper in width, providing 
support and protection where most needed. Our harnesses conform to every 
aspect of rock climbing with elevated comfort, quality and performance.

Picking the right pack is a tough choice. Features like durability, functionality 
and comfort all need to be considered. Our packs are designed with anatomical 
shape, meticulous detail and technical materials that make them a consistent 
choice when heading for the trails. They are built to provide the essential blend 
between performance and convenience, allowing them to truly become an 
extension of your body. Our packs utilize thermoformed shaping to improve 
comfort, curved and cupped belts to conform to anatomical variability, and 
ultra-light materials to shave weight. Designed with our extensive alpine and 
trekking knowledge, each of our packs–from the fast Needles to the big 
Boras–is perfectly targeted to shoulder your load.

 



 



Tr e k k i n g  S e r i e s Bora 35 & Bora 50

inkspot           sangria inkspot           sangria

bora 50 weight normal load extended load
short 1.9 kgs / 4 lbs 3 oz 2440 cu in / 40 l 2740 cu in / 45 l
regular 2.0 kgs / 4 lbs 6 oz 2800 cu in / 46 l 3300 cu in / 54 l
tall 2.1 kgs / 4 lbs 9 oz 2930 cu in / 48 l 3480 cu in / 57 l

bora 35 weight normal load extended load
regular 1.1 kgs / 2 lbs 7 oz 1950 cu in / 32 l 2320 cu in / 38 l
tall 1.2 kgs / 2 lbs 10 oz 2130 cu in / 35 l 2560 cu in / 42 l

Design: The energetic Bora 35 and 50 show their versatility, from cragging to touring, 
day hiking to urban shlepping. WaterTight™ construction protects against downpours 
and a single-stayed, removable framesheet conforms to loads of  varying intensity. 

Features: Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Four external compression straps • External 
daisy chains • Ice axe holders • Kangaroo pocket with drain hole • Key clip • Laminated 
internal pocket • Padded foam bottom • Removable stowable lid • Thermoformed back panel 
• Two inch webbing hipbelt • WaterTight™ zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 6061 aluminum stay
• 420D WaterTight™ fabric • 420D ripstorm • Hypalon™ trim

Our Bora program meets all the needs of  day hikers, 
climbers, trekkers and mountaineers.  Plush thermoformed 
suspensions, durable construction and methodical 
organization equip them for trips of  any duration. We 
use a 420d WaterTight™ fabric which protects against 
stormy weather and also allows us to laminate pockets 
directly to the bag’s interior.  Thermoformed backpanels 
and shoulder straps provide a plush yet stable carry, and 
premium materials are built-in to ensure durability. From 
the 35 liter crag bag to the voluminous 95, these packs 
are built to haul with comfort and support.
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Bora 62 & Bora 65

inkspot          sangria         inkspot            black        

bora 62 weight normal load extended load
short 2.7 kgs / 6 lbs 0 oz 3540 cu in / 58 l 4150 cu in / 68 l
regular 2.8 kgs / 6 lbs 4 oz 3780 cu in / 62 l 4390 cu in / 72 l
tall 2.9 kgs / 6 lbs 8 oz 4030 cu in / 66 l 4640 cu in /76 l

bora 65 weight normal load extended load
short 2.8 kgs / 6 lbs 4 oz 3720 cu in / 61 l 4330 cu in / 71 l
regular 3.0 kgs / 6 lbs 8 oz 4030 cu in / 66 l 4640 cu in / 76 l
tall 3.1 kgs / 6 lbs 12 oz 4330 cu in / 71 l 4940 cu in / 81 l        

Design: The Bora 62 and 65 are stout and structured trekkers for longer loops and traverses. 
WaterTight™ construction helps keep weather outside, while a full side zip and laminated internal 
pocket alleviates the trailside trend toward chaos. The 62 is matched to active women and the 65 is 
spec’ed for the male form.

Features: Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Double layered fabric pack bottom • Fanny lid • Four 
external compression straps • Full length side zip • Interchangeable dual density shoulder straps • Interchangeable 
thermoformed hipbelt • Kangaroo pocket with drain hole • Key clip • Laminated internal pocket • Occipital 
cavity • Sleeping bag compartment • Thermoformed back panel • Two external daisy chains, ice axe holders and wand 
pockets • WaterTight™ zippers • Bora 62: Women’s specific design

Construction: • HDPE framesheet • 6061 aluminum stays • 420D WaterTight™ fabric  • 420D ripstorm 
• Hypalon™ trim



Bora 75 & Bora 80

 inkspot          sangria inkspot           sangria           black

bora 75 weight normal load extended load
short 2.9 kgs / 6 lbs 6 oz 3900 cu in / 64 l 4510 cu in / 74 l
regular 3.0 kgs / 6 lbs 11 oz 4130 cu in / 68 l 4760 cu in / 78 l
tall 3.2 kgs / 7 lbs 1 oz 4400 cu in / 72 l 5000 cu in / 82 l

bora 80 weight normal load extended load
short 3.0 kgs / 6 lbs 9 oz 4390 cu in / 72 l 4940 cu in / 81 l
regular 3.1 kgs / 6 lbs 12 oz 4700 cu in / 77 l 5250 cu in / 86 l
tall 3.2 kgs / 7 lbs 2 oz 5000 cu in / 82 l 5550 cu in / 92 l
                  

Design: For those who think big, the voluminous Bora 75 and Bora 80 share the same motivated mentality. Urethane 
coated pack fabric and a full-length WaterTight™ side zip work together to mould these into the perfect long-haul packs. 
Featuring a bag divider, thermo suspension and laminated pockets, they ride plushly, stay strong and save sanity in the 
backwoods. The Bora 75 is specifically for women; the mens’ version is the Bora 80.

Features: Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Double layered fabric pack bottom • Fanny lid • Four external compression straps
• Full length side zip • Interchangeable dual density shoulder straps • Interchangeable thermoformed hipbelt • Kangaroo pocket with drain 
hole • Key clip • Laminated internal pocket • Occipital cavity • Sleeping bag compartment • Thermoformed back panel • Two external 
daisy chains, ice axe holders and wand pockets  • WaterTight™ zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 6061 aluminum stays • 420D WaterTight™ fabric • 420D ripstorm • Hypalon™ trim



89black            inkspot

Bora 95

 weight normal load extended load
short 3.2 kgs / 7 lbs 1 oz 5250 cu in / 86 l 5860 cu in / 96 l
regular 3.4 kgs / 7 lbs 6 oz 5550 cu in / 92 l 6220 cu in / 102 l
tall 3.5 kgs / 7 lbs 12 oz 6040 cu in / 99 l 6710 cu in / 110 l

Design: No stranger to struggle, the biggest and burliest Bora is built for massive loads. 
Strong engineered suspension, bomber construction and a WaterTight™ fabrication 
make this pack capable of  hauling expedition-sized loads over hostile terrain.

Features: Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Double layered fabric pack bottom 
• Fanny lid • Four external compression straps • Full length side zip • Interchangeable dual density 
shoulder straps • Interchangeable thermoformed hipbelt • Kangaroo pocket with drain hole • Key 
clip • Laminated internal pocket • Occipital cavity • Thermoformed back panel • Two external 
daisy chains, ice axe holders and wand pockets • WaterTight™ Zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 7075 aluminum stays • 420D WaterTight™ fabric 
• 420D ripstorm • Hypalon™ trim



Needle 35 & Needle 45L i g h t w e i g h t  S e r i e s Needle 55

black/cinder   black/smoke   black/molten black/cinder   black/smoke   black/molten

needle 35 weight normal load
short 1.4 kgs / 3 lbs 1 oz 2015 cu in / 33 l
regular 1.5 kgs / 3 lbs 2 oz 2135 cu in / 35 l
tall 1.6 kgs / 3 lbs 5 oz 2260 cu in / 37 l

needle 45 weight normal load
short 1.5 kgs / 3 lbs 3 oz 2625 cu in / 43 l
regular 1.6 kgs / 3 lbs 5 oz 2745 cu in / 45 l
tall 1.7 kgs / 3 lbs 7 oz 2870 cu in / 47 l

 weight normal load extended load
short 1.7 kgs / 3 lbs 11 oz 3110 cu in / 51 l 3540 cu in / 58 l
regular 1.8 kgs / 3 lbs 15 oz 3235 cu in / 53 l 3660 cu in / 60 l
tall 1.9 kgs / 4 lbs 2 oz 3355 cu in / 55 l 3783 cu in / 62 l

Design: Bigger alpine aspirations demand the skilled perspective of  
these top loaders. Tough, snow-shedding fabric, comfortable dual-stayed 
carrying system and streamlined strippable design all converge in a 
complete package for scaling the peaks in speedy style.

Features: Hydration bladder hanger • Four external compression straps • Accordian 
front pocket • Key clip • Lightweight ski attachments • Thermoformed hipbelt 
• Thermoformed back panel • Thermoformed shoulder straps • Two external daisy chains 
• Two ice axe holders • V2-Frame suspension • WaterTight™ zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet• 6061 aluminum stays • x-Pac™ vx21 
• Armorlite™ • Hypalon™ trim

Design: Braced for a rapid rise to the summit, the Needle 55 is 
fast and focused. Fully featured with accordion front pockets, 
hydro compatibility and rock-steady suspension, it unlocks the 
true potential of  getting up to speed. 

Features: Alpine clips • Hydration bladder hanger • Four external 
compression straps • Key clip • Lightweight ski attachments 
• Thermoformed back panel • Thermoformed shoulder straps 
• Two ice axe holders • V2-Frame suspension • WaterTight™zippers 
• Removable utility straps • Rope carrier attachments • Ski loops

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 6061 aluminum stays • x-Pac™ vx21 
• Hypalon™ trim

The Needles are a focused response to high 
speed alpinism. Our light and fast designs 
include speedy closure systems, large lid 
pockets and stripped-down functionality. 
Thermoformed components and V2-stay 
suspension accommodate a diversity of  
loads from heavy racks to ultra light alpine 
essentials. 
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Needle 65 Nozone

blackblack/cinder   black/smoke   black/molten

 weight normal load extended load
short 1.9 kgs / 4 lbs 1 oz 3720 cu in / 61 l 4150 cu in / 68 l
regular 2.0 kgs / 4 lbs 3 oz 3845 cu in / 63 l 4275 cu in / 70 l
tall 2.1 kgs / 4 lbs 6 oz 3965 cu in / 65 l 4395 cu in / 72 l

Design: Making the grade with well-rounded alpinists, the Needle 
65 fuses trekking volume with a purist perspective. A large lid stows 
essentials, while a V2-Frame suspension, lightweight ski attachments 
and side-zip entry make it the one tool to take everywhere.

Features: Hydration bladder hanger  • Four external compression straps 
• Accordian front pocket • Key clip • Lightweight ski attachments • Thermoformed 
hipbelt • Thermoformed back panel • Thermoformed shoulder straps • Two external 
daisy chains • Two ice axe holders • V2-Frame suspension • WaterTight™ zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 6061 aluminum stays • x-Pac™ vx21 
• Armorlite™ • Hypalon™ trim

 weight normal load extended load
short 2.2 kgs / 4 lbs 13 oz 2750 cu in / 45 l 3360 cu in / 55 l
regular 2.3 kgs / 4 lbs 14 oz 3050 cu in / 50 l 3660 cu in / 60 l
tall 2.4 kgs / 5 lbs 4 oz 3360 cu in / 55 l 3970 cu in / 65 l

Design: Tough and tested, the Nozone is hardwired for a traditional alpine 
approach. Bomber materials, gear-securing Hypalon™ patch and dual daisies 
handle your sharp stuff  with care. Strippable design slims it down when 
light is right.

Features: Bora suspension • Removeable hipbelt includes removeable gear loops 
• Web hipbelt with gear loops also included • Dual density shoulder straps • Unisex 
interchangeable thermoformed hipbelt • Six internal compression straps • Thermoformed 
back panel • Two external daisy chains • Two ice axe loops • WaterTight™ zippers 
• Webbing ski attachment system

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 7075 aluminum stays • 630D superpack nylon 
• x-Pac™ vx21 • Hypalon™



S n o w s p o r t s  S e r i e s QuiverYoyo

black black            citrus             chili             pelican

size one size (adjustable)
weight 300 grams / 10 oz 
volume 93 cu in / 1.5 l

Design: Lap it up all day long with this 
safety-conscious companion. When lining 
up for another run, this shock-corded pack 
sheaths a shovel and probe yet still rolls up 
small for stuffing inside a big touring bag.

Features: Carries a shovel, skins and small 
backcountry items • Doubles as a padded seat 
• Expandable stretch pocket • Rolls up for compact 
use • Shock cord system

Construction: LD70 laminated foam with 
500D Cordura

size one size (adjustable)
weight 740 grams / 26 oz 
volume 670 cu in / 11 l

Design: An easy-access, three-point suspension 
makes the Quiver perfect for days of  quick hits and 
quad laps. Designed with room for the essentials–
probe, shovel and hydration bladder and other bits 
required for spontaneous shots of  backcountry.

Features: Alpine clips • Hydration bladder pocket • 
Hose clip • Full length side zip • One front pocket • One 
main compartment • Padded bottom • Thermoformed 
back panel • Thermoformed shoulder strap • 1½”/38mm 
webbing hipbelt • Three point suspension system 
• WaterTight™ zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 630D superpack 
nylon • Hypalon™ trim

Crafted specifically for backcountry descents, our 
snowsports packs excel in the big mountain arena.  
Built with snow-shedding fabric, comfortable 
suspensions, Rolltop™ closures and Wrap™ carrying 
systems, they are ready for everything from skintrack 
slogs to full days of  long runs.
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Borea

black

Khamski

cinder

 weight normal load extended load
short 1.8 kgs / 3 lbs 15 oz 2750 cu in / 45 l 3230 cu in / 53 l
regular 2.0 kgs / 4 lbs 8 oz 2870 cu in / 47 l 3360 cu in / 55 l
tall 2.2 kgs / 4 lbs 13 oz 2990 cu in / 49 l 3480 cu in / 57 l

Design: Trusted by guides and avalanche professionals, the Borea is a 
first choice for ski mountaineers. Equipped for multi-pass traverses with 
Hypalon™ ski holsters, study tool space, a probe sleeve and a kangaroo 
pocket that holds a shovel and other essential ingredients. 

Features: Dual density shoulder straps • Ice axe loops • External compression 
straps • External daisy chains • Full length side zip • Hypalon™ quick release ski 
attachments • Modified kangeroo pouch to hold skins, mitts and most shovels 
• Pit pocket for loupe, thermometer and pit card • Removable seat mat that slides into 
its own pocket • Side probe pocket and large front pocket • Thermoformed back panel 
• Thermoformed interchangeable hipbelt • Wand pocket • WaterTight™ zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 7075 aluminum stays • x-Pac™ vx21 
• 630D superpack nylon • Hypalon™ trim

 weight normal load extended load
short 1.2 kgs / 2 lbs 11 oz 2500 cu in / 41 l 2800 cu in / 46 l
regular 1.4 kgs / 3 lbs 1 oz 2625 cu in / 43 l 2930 cu in / 48 l
tall 1.6 kgs / 3 lbs 7 oz 2870 cu in / 47 l 3230 cu in / 53 l

Design: With a ski-specific soul, the Khamski is renowned for its top-
loading classic style. The all-winter design is set to stow safety gear, haul 
sizeable loads and shed snow. Bora derived suspension rides smoothly. 
A wise choice for tele touring, ski summiting and pro patrolling.

Features: External compression straps • External daisy chains • Fixed top 
pocket with map pocket • Hypalon™ quick release ski attachments • Ice axe loops 
• Interchangeable thermoformed hipbelt • Modified kangaroo pouch to hold skins, 
mitts and most shovels • Thermoformed shoulder straps • Thermoformed back panel 
• Wand pocket • WaterTight™ zippers • Y-frame suspension

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 6061 Aluminum stay • x-Pac™ vx21 
• 630D superpack nylon • Hypalon™ trim



 black            granite           sangria

M30 & M40

black           cinder

M20

chili            pelican

 weight normal load
short 2.0 kgs / 4 lbs 4 oz 2075 cu in / 34 l
regular 2.1 kgs / 4 lbs 6 oz 2200 cu in / 36 l
tall 2.2 kgs / 4 lbs 9 oz 2320 cu in / 38 l

Design: The M 30 & M40 are perfect candidates for charging all-day approaches 
and laying down big lines. Large enough for guide-sized kits, they come epic-
ready with Rolltop™ closure, snow-shedding x-Pac™ fabric and loads of  
technical features.

Features: Alpine clips • Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Rolltop™ lid closure 
• Dual quick release pole grip clip • External compression straps • Ice axe loops • Integrated 
shovel pocket • Thermoformed back panel • Thermoformed shoulder straps • Thermoformed  
hipbelt • Y-Frame suspension • WaterTight™ Zippers • Wrap System™ for quick ski and 
board attachment

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 6061 aluminum stay • x-Pac™ vx21 
• 630D superpack nylon • Hypalon™ trim

m30 weight normal load
short 1.8 kgs / 3 lbs 9 oz 1590 cu in / 26 l
regular 1.9 kgs / 4 lbs 1 oz 1710 cu in / 28 l
tall 2.0 kgs / 4 lbs 3 oz 1830 cu in / 30 l

 weight normal load
regular 1.5 kgs / 3 lbs 3 oz 1220 cu in / 20 l
tall 1.6 kgs / 3 lbs 5 oz 1345 cu in / 22 l

Design: Proud of  its portfolio of  descents, the M20 is 
the ideal everyday riding partner. Wrap System™ securely 
sucks down your board or skis and a Rolltop™ closure 
enables easy access. Compact and functional, its sleek, 
low profile helps quench your thirst for turns. 

Features: Alpine clips • Hydration bladder pocket 
• Hose clip • Rolltop™ lid closure • External compression 
straps • Ice axe loops • Integrated shovel pocket • Single quick 
release pole or probe grip clip • Thermoformed back panel 
• Thermoformed shoulder straps • Thermoformed 
interchangeable hipbelt • Y-Frame suspension • WaterTight™ 
Zippers • Wrap System™ for quick ski and board attachment

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 6061 aluminum stay 
• 630D superpack nylon • Hypalon™ trim
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RT25 & RT35 RT45D a y  S e r i e s

 black            granite           sangria  black            granite           sangria

Design: The RT45 provides volumes of  rolltop function 
for the approach. Rolltop™ security, dual daisy chains, 
rope carrying devices, and external pocketing keeps all 
of  your gear securely organized. 

Features: Armorlite™ kangaroo pocket with WaterTight™ zip 
• Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Drybag™ lid closure 
• Hipbone protecting Squashpods™ • Hipbelt Fenders™ 
• Removable/adjustable rope carrier • Thermoformed shoulder 
straps and air channel back panel • Thermoformed hipbelt • Top 
pocket and grab handle • Two adjustable/removable ice axe loops 
• Two external daisy chains • Two side stash pockets • Ultra-light 
Y-frame suspension • Z-pull compression straps

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 6061 aluminum stay
• 630D Superpack nylon • Hypalon™ • Armorlite™

 weight regular load
short 1.6 kgs / 3 lbs 8 oz 2258 c.i.  / 37 l
regular 1.7 kgs / 3 lbs 11 oz 2440 c.i.  / 40 l
tall 1.8 kgs / 3 lbs 13 oz 2624 c.i.  / 43 l
    

Design: Superb packs with drybag function, the RT25 & RT35 add 
space to the rolltop equation. Featuring a weatherproof  closure, dual 
ice axe loops and WaterTight™ Armorlite™ kangaroo pocket storage.

Features: Armorlite™ kangaroo pocket with WaterTight™ zip 
• Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Rolltop™ lid closure • Removable/
adjustable rope carrier • Thermoformed shoulder straps and air channel back  
panel • Top grab handle • Two adjustable removable ice axe loops • Two external 
daisy chains • Two side stash pockets • Ultra-light Y-frame suspension • Z-pull 
compression straps • 1.5 in./4 cm webbing belt

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 6061 aluminum stay • 630D Superpack 
nylon • Hypalon™ • Armorlite™

rt35 weight regular load
short 1.4 kgs / 3 lbs 2 oz 1708 c.i.  / 28 l
regular 1.5 kgs / 3 lbs 5 oz 1900 c.i.  / 31 l
tall 1.6 kgs / 3 lbs 8 oz 2075 c.i.  / 35 l
    

rt25 weight regular load
regular 1.2 kgs / 2 lbs 9 oz 1300 c.i. / 21 l

Our everyday packs are designed to ease the 
daily grind. Stocked with thermoformed 
back panels, HDPE framesheets and 
WaterTight™ zips, our Spears and Arros 
feature streamlined style perfect for on-
campus shuffles, hectic morning commutes 
and weekend escapes. For slightly larger 
loads, the RTs add volume and are built 
with Rolltop™ closures, Armorlite™ 
pockets and full featured suspensions. 



D i e  C u t
 H y p a l o n ™

W r a p
 S y s t e m ™Technical Details: Pa ck s

All Arc’teryx Packs

introduced: 1995

M20
M30
M40

introduced: 2001

Most Arc’teryx Packs

introduced: 1995

T h e r m o f o r m e d
S u s p e n s i o n

Chosen for its ability to survive 
sharp-sided abuse, Hypalon™ sets a 
new standard of  material durability. 
Tough, grippy and shaped to resist 
snags, these pack pieces are custom 
die-cut to endure hard use. The 
logical material for snugging down 
sharp-toothed crampons, 
axes, and ice pro.

Our signature suspensions utilize 
shaped components that conform to 
the human dimension. A specialized 
heating process fuses multiple layers 
of  foam, external nylons and hard-
wearing yet comfortable stretch-
wovens into anatomical shapes that 
remove pressure from the hips and 
shoulders, and transfer the load 
gently over the area of  contact. 

Our patented Wrap System™ is a 
better way to hitch a ride in the 
backcountry. Grippy Hypalon™ cuffs 
suck down the gear independent of  pack 
compression, leaving side webbing 
fully operational, minimizing slippage. 
Allows a board or skis to be carried 
horizontally or vertically, depending 
on need.
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  x - P a c ™

F a b r i c
 Wa t e r T i g h t ™

F a b r i c
 S p a c e N e t ™

M e s h
  R o l l t o p ™

C l o s u r e

Needle 35
Needle 45

All M Packs
All RT Packs

introduced: 2001

All M Packs
Nozone
Borea

Khamski
All Needle Packs
All Razor Packs

All Bora Packs All Razor Packs

introduced: 2002 introduced: 2004 introduced: 2004

Adapted from nautical racing 
technology, x-Pac’s™ fl at-fi lament 
triple laminate sheds snow like no 
other pack textile. X-pattern yarns 
combine ripstop reinforcement and 
sandwich construction to generate 
an enduring, lightweight fabric that 
is strong and water tight.

We fused our best ripstop with a 
waterproof  urethane laminate to 
make the fabric WaterTight™. 
This textile multiplies durability 
and readily allows pockets to 
be laminated. Also, it provides 
a white interior that makes it 
easy to see deep into the pack to 
retrieve your stuff.

Taking insulative value down 
to zero, SpaceNet’s® 3-D web 
confi guration makes the ideal 
backpanel spacer. Loaded with 
non-compressible air space, it 
won’t trap heat or absorb sweat, 
moisture or snow. It allows heat 
and moisture to readily escape, 
making it extra comfortable 
during extended activity.

Our rolltop closure eases entry and 
seals out snow. HDPE rim rods hold 
the pack mouth wide open or snap 
tight, allowing easy use with gloves 
on. This smart closure system makes 
sense in the backcountry.



 Arro 16 & Arro 22 Spear 20 & Spear 24

black black             citrus            pelican

arro 16 one size (adjustable)
weight 900 grams / 2 lbs 
volume 1010 cu in / 16 l

Design: Adept chameleons, the hip Arros shift between scenes 
with elevated proficiency. H2O bladder compatibility, specially 
shaped straps and insular WaterTight™ construction adapt 
these streamlined panel-loaders to the commute, the escape or 
the adventure.

Features: Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Dual density shoulder 
straps • Front kangaroo pocket • Key clip • 1”/25mm webbing hipbelt 
• Padded bottom • Thermoformed back panel • Top grab handle 
• Two mesh side pockets • WaterTight™ Zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 1680D Ballistic Nylon 
• Armourlite™ • Hypalon™

Design: A low-key profile grants these slim packs the diversity to 
transition with ease. An internal organizer stows daily stuff, mesh 
pockets stash extra paraphernalia and thermoformed components 
keep it all comfortable for both the uphill and the daily grinds.

Features: Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Dual density shoulder 
straps • Internal CD player pocket • Key clip • 1”/25mm removable webbing 
hipbelt • Outside front pocket • Padded bottom • Thermoformed back 
panel • Two side pockets • WaterTight™ Zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 1260D Ballistic Nylon 
• 630D Superpack nylon • Hypalon™

arro 22 one size (adjustable)
weight 1100 grams / 2 lbs 7 oz 
volume 1400 cu in / 22 l

spear 20 one size (adjustable)
weight 935 grams / 2 lbs 9 0z 
volume 1220 cu in / 20 l 

spear 24 one size (adjustable)
weight 980 grams / 2 lbs 10 oz 
volume 1460 cu in / 24 l  
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A c t i v e  S e r i e s Q5 & Q10 Razor 10, Razor 15 & Razor 20

black            garnet           inkspot          cobalt         cinder (q5)    redrock (q5)    bluegrass (q10) cinder             kiwi                yam

Design: Think small and secure with our hip-hung packs. Made with 
a snug thermo suspension, bottle holsters to keep fluids flowing and 
enough space for the bare bones kit. They excel at skate skiing, trail 
training and long walks on the beach.

Features: BiSect™ suspension • Hypalon™ bottle holster • Hypalon™ 
compression straps • One internal zippered pocket • SquashPod™ hipbelt 
• Top grab handle • Thermoformed suspension
q5: 1 water bottle pocket
q10: 2 water bottle pockets • WaterTight™ Zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 630D superpack nylon • 420D 
Ripstorm™ • Hypalon™ trim

Design: Small but powerful, the bladder-sheathing Razors target 
hydration as their main motivation. SpaceNet® backpanels optimize 
breathability, slim shaping stays shiftless and thermo straps keep 
movement in line. Stayed for larger load security, the 15 and 20 are 
sized to fit both tall and small endurance athletes.

Features: Hydration bladder pocket • Hose clip • Detachable thermoformed 
webbing hipbelt • Front kangaroo pocket • One internal pleated zippered 
pocket • Removable front shock cord • Side zipper grab loops • SpaceNet® 
back panel • Top grab handle • Thermoformed shoulder straps • WaterTight™ 
Zippers

Construction: HDPE framesheet • x-Pac™ v070 • x-Pac™ vx07 
• Hypalon™ trim • SpaceNet®

 weight normal load
razor 10 (1 size) 400 grams / 13 oz 365 cu in / 6 l
razor 15 (short) 600 grams / 1 lb 5 oz 700 cu in / 11.5 l
          15 (reg.) 730 grams / 1 lb 9 oz 740 cu in / 12 l
razor 20 (short) 800 grams / 1 lb 13 oz 1010 cu in / 16.5 l
          20 (reg.) 890 grams / 1 lb 15 oz 1040 cu in / 17 l

q5 one size (adjustable)
weight 522 grams / 1 lb 4 oz  
volume 315 cu in / 5 l  

q10 one size (adjustable)
weight 718 grams / 2 lbs 1 oz 
volume 630 cu in / 10 l 

When carrying less then 10 liters, the 
Q waist packs provide smart storage and 
water bottle security for fast mountain 
activities. Slightly larger loads are carried 
securely with your hydration supply in 
the fast paced Razors. The Razors 
are built with structured framesheets, 
thermoformed shoulder straps and 
cushioned SpaceNet® backpanels. 
Bioplastic grab handles and multiple 
torso sizing set these packs apart from 
the standard selection. 



black         redrock     bluegrass     inkspot        cobalt         cinder

Blade 13 & Blade 21 Duffels Urban Fanny

black             cinder black

blade 13 one size (adjustable)
weight 1020 grams / 3 lbs 
volume 795 cu in / 13 l

Design: In hectic and hurried surroundings, rely on the organized 
assistance of the Blades  to keep it all together. Thoughtfully designed 
for work and travel with side-load file and laptop compartments, a 
moulded grab handle and ballistic nylon toughness. 

Features: Accessory pocket • Dual density shoulder straps • Key clip 
• One cell phone slot • One outside front pocket • One internal stash pocket 
• One top pocket • Padded laptop compartment • Side zippered access for 
files and laptops • Thermoformed back panel • Three pen holder pockets 
• Top and side grab handles • Two main compartments

Construction: HDPE framesheet • 7075 aluminum stay • 1260D Ballistic 
Nylon • 630D superpack nylon • Hypalon™ trim

blade 21 one size (adjustable)
weight 1140 grams / 3 lbs 4 oz 
volume 1280 cu in / 21 l

Design: Rugged and ready bags for expedition 
travel. Compression straps keep the load in check, 
and a double layered base protects against sharp 
rocks, poor weather and disgruntled baggage 
handlers.

Features: Compression straps • Double layered base 
• Grab handle • Removable foam base liner • Removable 
shoulder strap • Two external pockets

Construction: 1260D Ballistic Nylon • Nickel plated 
locking sliders • 5mm LD foam base liner

size one size (adjustable)
volume 90 cu in / 1.5 l 

Design: Stash keys, a camera or cash while playing 
or travelling. Packs down small for pocketing when 
not in use.

Features: Adjustable web waist belt • Assorted colours

Construction: 420D Ripstorm • 500D Cordura

 weight normal load
v8 1450 grams / 3 lb 3 oz 5185 cu in / 85 l
v10 1600 grams / 3 lb 8 oz 6400 cu in / 105 l
v13 1900 grams / 4 lb 3 oz 7900 cu in / 130 l
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Accessory Pocket Pack Cover Knee Caps

black blackblack

size one size (adjustable) 
volume 350 cu in / 6 l

3 sizes pack model
small bora 35-50
medium bora 62-80
large bora 95

size one size (adjustable)
weight 154 grams / 5.4 oz 

Design: Add a few extra litres of  volume with this 
add-on. Laminated foam structure and separate 
mesh map pocket. Fits any pack with dual external 
compression straps.

Features: External mesh map pocket • Laminated foam 
back for support and strength

Construction: 500D Cordura • 1000D Cordura

Design: Foul weather situations are no problem 
with our completely waterproof  cover. Built with 
ripstop fabric and taped seams. Sized to fit our Bora 
packs perfectly, they’ll also work with almost any 
other pack.

Features: Taped seams • Three sizes for excellent fit

Construction: Double ripstop nylon

Design: Keep the body’s most important 
components free from harm with these hardshell 
caps. Lightweight and anatomical, they are the 
sworn protector of  ice climbers and tele skiers. 
Far cheaper than reconstructive surgery.

Features: Anatomic design with two straps for proper 
fit • Low profile camlocks provide adjustability without 
destructive abrasion • Mesh storage bag included 
• Vapor™ Technology 

Construction: Ev50® • Kydex®



Vapor Vapor Fitted Zzril Verro

Design: An all-round harness for all shapes 
and sizes. The Vapor Fitted precisely fits to 
form by interchanging loops to match thigh 
and waist circumference. Internal seams and 
tapered thermo-forming ensure the highest 
level of  comfort.

Features: CEN approved • Four gear loops  
• Seamless waist and leg loop construction 
• Haul loop • Interchangeable leg loops • Vapor 
technology–harness tapers in width and thickness 
to the front of  waist and legs

Construction: Evazote 50™ • Senior ballistics 
outer surface • Micro-fleece inner surface

women’s xs, s, m, l, xl
weight 283 grams /10 oz            

Design: Sculpted into shape, the Vapor 
fits like no other harness. Engineered with 
tapered thickness, internal seams and fleece-
lined adjustable leg loops, it takes climbing 
comfort into a third anatomical dimension.

Features: CEN approved • Four gear loops 
• Haul loop • Seamless waist and leg loop 
construction • Surefit™ 3”/50mm leg loops 
• Vapor technology–harness tapers in width
 and thickness to the front of  waist and legs

Construction: Evazote 50™ • Senior ballistics 
outer surface • Micro-fleece inner surface

Design: The performance-driven Zzril is 
stripped for sport. Seamless construction 
and tapered thickness create a comfortable 
byproduct of  Vapor™ technology. Fleece 
lining softens the edge of  this high-wire 
performer.

Features: CEN approved • Seamless waist 
construction • Precision fit leg loops • Seamless 
leg loop construction • Two gear loops • Vapor 
technology–harness tapers in width and thickness 
to the front of waist and legs

Construction: Evazote 50™ • Senior ballistics 
outer surface • Micro-fleece inner surface

Design: Goal-focused alpinists appreciate 
the range of  this big-mountain harness. 
Tech fit, low-bulk belt and quick-release 
leg loops adapt to thick layers of  apparel. 
With dual ice devices and four gear loops 
to help rack it up.

Features: CEN approved • Buckle adjustable 
leg loops • Four gear loops • Haul loop 
• Micro fleece inner surface • Quick release 
leg loop straps • Seamless waist construction 
• Sewn-through leg loop construction • Two Ice 
Devices™ • Vapor technology–harness tapers in 
width and thickness to the front of waist and legs

Construction: Evazote 50™ • Senior ballistics 
outer • High quality micro-fleece inner surface

men’s xs, s, m, l, xl
weight 340 grams /12 oz            

sizes xs, s, m, l, xl
weight 340 grams /12 oz            

sizes xs, s, m, l
weight 280 grams /10 oz            

sizes xs, s, m, l, xl
weight 425 grams /15 oz            
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Targa Isis Chalkbags

sizes xs, s, m, l, xl
weight 340 grams /12 oz            

Ion: 
A mid-volume all-rounder with a micro-suspended rim.

Voodoo: 
Patterned after the Ion, but made with mesh and leather.

Cylinder Mid: 
Classical in shape, micro-rimmed and sized perfectly for 
chalk balls.

Cylinder Large: 
Curved bottom allows for full-hand fat dips on big routes.   

Chalk Bag Belt: 
Hang the bag of your choice with a 5/8”/16mm web belt. 

Design: Dip into our bomber chalk sacks to keep your 
digits dry.

sizes xs, s, m, l, xl
weight 368 grams /13 oz            

Design: The ready-to-rock Targa is tailored 
for versatility. Surefit™ leg loops give a 
definitive fit, and all four gear loops are 
dimensionally tweaked for steeper rock and 
easy accessibility. Thick through the back for 
added support, the loops and belt support 
all modes of  climbing.

Features: CEN approved • Belt and leg loops 
are thicker at the back for extra support • Four 
gear loops • Haul loop  • Surefit™ 3”/50mm 
adjustable leg loops

Construction: Evazote 50™ • 500D nylon 
outer surface • Micro-fleece inner surface

Design: Anatomical distinction by gender 
is a recurring theme of  the graceful Isis. 
Surefit™ leg loops fit strong feminine 
thighs, tapered Vapor™ shape lends 
comfortable support and drop-style loops 
make “going” on the climb easier. 

Features: CEN approved • Belt and leg loops are 
thicker at the back for extra support • Engineered 
specifically for women • Four gear loops  • Haul 
loop • Quick release leg loop straps • Surefit™ 
3”/50mm adjustable leg loops

Construction: Evazote 50™ • 500D nylon 
outer surface • Micro-fleece inner surface



Notes on Arc’teryx Fit

Alpine: Specialized alpinist activity places defi nite demands not only on function and performance, 
but also on fi t. Eager to accommodate, we sculpt our Ascent apparel for the predictable ranges 
of  climber motion. Our alpine styles are athletically shaped with slimmed down silhouettes that 
eliminate bulk and allow far-reaching extension. We utilize longer gusseted arms to minimize 
garment lift, differentially sculpt sides to increase freedom without bulking up on material and 
make use of  seam articulation to generously enhance mobility. The end result is a sleek and 
unencumbering alpine focused fi t.

Snowsports: Since big mountain athletes demand special attention, we grade our snowsports 
apparel on a different curve. We provide a more relaxed aesthetic for our Descent styles by engineering 
the shaping to counter boxy, bulky or binding conventional cuts. These three-dimensional shapes are 
effi ciently patterned to subtly conform to the kinetic arcs and natural curves of  riders and skiers. A 
looser drape and expanded circumferences bring a distinct feeling of  individual freedom to the line.

Women’s: As a response to bland, ill-fi tting technical apparel, our women’s fi t has been reshaped 
for a different curve. Patterned by active women, our styles are sculpted for motion and shaped to 
accentuate fi t silhouettes. Waists now hang comfortably on the hips, tops sport a fl attering hourglass 
drape and sizes have been trued for anatomic variability. Cutting out bulk and rediscovering 
individualized style, our women’s technical wear exudes both strength and confi dence.

© 2004 Arc’teryx Equipment, Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
® Arc’teryx and logo are registered 
trademarks of  Arc’teryx Equipment, Inc. 
     Arc’teryx products utilize registered 
designs of  Arc’teryx Equipment, Inc. 
Other registered trademarks are the 
property of  their respective owners. 
 

Arc’teryx Naming

SL - Super Light
LT - Light
MX - Mixed Use
SK - Ski Specialized
AR - All-Round Use
SV - Severe Use
TR- Roll Top
M - Mountain
LS - Long Sleeve
SS - Short Sleeve

We are dedicated to producing the fi nest quality, most thoroughly engineered 
outerwear, backpacks, harnesses, gloves, and accessories on this planet. We control 
quality at every step of  the design and manufacturing process. We proudly warranty 
every product we make to be free of  defects in materials and workmanship. If  you 
ever have a problem with an Arc’teryx product, return it to the place of  purchase. 
We will repair or replace it. We ask that you please clean the item before you return 
it, otherwise we may assess cleaning charges before a review can be made.

The Arc’teryx Lifetime Warranty: Any defects in materials or workmanship are 
covered for the lifetime of  the product. Product damage through wear and tear, 
neglect, or misuse will be repaired at a nominal charge. All Gore-tex® products are 
backed by the “Guaranteed to Keep You Dry®” Gore-tex® lifetime warranty. 

Disclaimer: Some aspects of  mountaineering, skiing, and other outdoor activities, 
including but not limited to technical rock, ice, and snow climbing, are potentially 
hazardous and dangerous. Any person using equipment made by us in any manner 
is personally responsible for learning the proper techniques involved, and assumes all 
risks and accepts full and complete responsibility for any and all damages or injury 
of  any kind, including death, which may result from the use of  any equipment listed 
in this catalogue.

Photography: Brian Goldstone/Arc’teryx Equipment, Inc.,

Graphic Support: Unlimited Vision

Consumer Information
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Pack Measurement Charts

Chest
Waist

Centre back to wrist

X-Small
34” 86cm
27” 69 cm
30.5”  77 cm

Small
37” 94 cm
30” 76 cm
32 1/4”  82 cm

Medium
40”  102cm
33”  84cm
34”  86cm

Large
43” 109cm
36”   91 cm
35”   89cm

Extra Large
46”  117 cm
39”  99cm
36”   91 cm

Unisex Sizing

Body Measurement:  Size
Bust

Waist
Hip

Centre back to wrist
              Inseam        

Regular: crotch-ankle
 Tall: crotch-ankle

Numeric Pant Sizing: Size
Waist
Hip

Inseam-regular
Inseam - tall

Body Measurement:  Chest
Waist
Hip

Centre back to wrist
              Inseam        

Short: crotch-ankle
Regular: crotch-ankle

 Tall: crotch-ankle

Numeric Pant Sizing: Size
Waist
Hip

Inseam-regular
Inseam - tall

Women’s Sizing

X-Small
36” 91cm
29” 74cm
36” 91cm
32”  81 cm

27 1/4” 69cm
29 1/4” 74cm
31 1/4” 79cm

Small
38” 97cm
31” 79cm
38” 97cm
33”  84cm

27 7/8”  71 cm
29 7/8” 76cm
31 7/8”  81 cm

Medium
40” 102 cm
33”  84 cm
40” 102 cm
34”   86cm

28 1/2”   72 cm
30 1/2”   77 cm
32 1/2”   82 cm

Large
43”  109cm
36”   91 cm
43”  109cm
35”   89cm

29 1/8”   74cm
31 1/8”   79 cm
33 1/8”   84 cm

Extra Large
46”   117 cm
39”   99 cm
46”   117 cm
36”    91 cm

29 3/4”    76 cm
31 3/4”    81 cm
33 3/4”    86 cm

Men’s Sizing

X-Small
0-2
33” 84cm
25” 64cm
36” 91 cm
29 3/4 ”  75 cm

273/4” 70cm
29 3/4” 75 cm

4
27” 69cm
38” 97cm
31” 79cm
- -

Small
4-6
35” 89cm
27” 69cm
38” 97cm
30 1/2” 77cm

283/8” 72cm
30 3/8” 77 cm

6
28”       71 cm
39”       99 cm
31”        79cm
-         -

Medium
8-10
37”  94cm
29”  74cm
40” 102cm
31 1/2”  80cm

29”  74cm
31”  79cm

8
29”  74 cm
40” 104cm
31”   79cm
34”  86cm

Large
12-14
40”   102cm
32”    81 cm
43”   109cm
32 1/2”    83 cm

29 5/8”    75 cm
31 5/8”    80cm

10
30”   76cm
41”   104cm
31”   79cm
34”   86cm

Extra Large
16-18
44” 112 cm
36”  91 cm
47” 119cm
33 1/2”  85 cm

30 1/4”  77cm
32 1/4”  82cm

14
34”  86cm
45” 114cm
31”  79cm
- -

28
28” 71cm
36” 91cm
32” 81cm
- -

30
30” 76cm
37” 94cm
32” 81 cm
- -

31
31” 79cm
38” 97cm
32” 81 cm
- -

34
34”  86 cm
41” 104cm
32”  81 cm
35”  89cm

32
32” 81 cm
39” 99cm
32” 81 cm
35” 89cm

33
33”  84cm
40” 102cm
32”  81 cm
35”  89cm

36
36”  91 cm
43 109cm
32”  81 cm
35”  89cm

38
38” 97cm
45” 114cm
- -
35” 89 cm

XX-Large
50”   127cm
43”   109cm
50”   127cm
37”    94cm

30 3/8”    77cm
32 3/8”    82cm
34 3/8”    87cm

XX-Large
50”  127 cm
43”  109cm
37”   94cm



2770 Bentall St.
Vancouver,  BC
Canada v5m 4h4
1.866.458.2473
www.arcteryx.com

bird@arcteryx.com 
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